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1.0

Context

1.1

Grantham has been identified as an urban area with the capacity to support sustainable growth
through its development objectives. The town is strategically well located, being adjacent to the
A1 trunk road and connected to the East Coast main line between London and Edinburgh. In
2006, Grantham was awarded Growth Point status as an area for significant new housing
development and road infrastructure as well as other improvements including strengthening the
role of the town centre. The adopted Core Strategy housing distribution policy H1 identifies that
Grantham should provide more than half the annual District housing requirement. To achieve the
Council’s growth objectives, it has been necessary to identify two urban extensions in Grantham
– at the North West and Southern quadrants - to ensure that sufficient new homes are provided
over the next 20 years and beyond. It is intended that the Southern Quadrant SUE will provide
strategic areas of housing and employment development, offering the opportunity to provide
significant benefits to Grantham including a reduction in traffic congestion. Planning permission
has already been granted in 2013 for the Southern Quadrant Link Road which forms Phase 3 of
the Grantham Southern Relief Road (GSRR). Lincolnshire County Council (LCC) completed the
construction of Phase 1 in 2016.

1.2

This application, relating to the Southern Quadrant SUE, is being promoted by the landowner as
Spitalgate Heath.

1.3

Since the application was submitted, the site has been identified as one of 14 Garden Villages to
be constructed in England. The Design and Access Statement (DAS) describes how the vision
for the development embraces similar ideals to those of the Garden Cities and Garden Suburbs
approach to delivering successful and sustainable places, including a strong ‘green’ character
and a distinctive and accessible framework of woodland, trees, open spaces and landscape
corridors. It contains a number of Key Design Principles which will guide the production of Site
Wide Strategies and Key Phase Design Codes that will ensure the development is developed to
a high design standard.

2.0

Description of the Site

2.1

The site comprises 223.47 hectares of predominantly agricultural land on the southern edge of
Grantham, to the west of Old Somerby and to the north of Little Ponton. It is bounded to the north
by the A52 Somerby Hill, to the east by B6403 High Dyke / Whalebone Lane, to the south by the
as yet unconstructed section of the GSRR and Waterworks Lane, and to the west by the B1174
Spitalgate Level.

2.2

The surrounding land uses include Prince William of Gloucester Barracks and the Saltersford
Road housing estate to the north, Kesteven Rugby Club to the west, Little Ponton quarry and the
Saltersford Water Treatment works to the south together with car show rooms and commercial
uses to the west. The nearest residential uses are at the Saltersford Road estate, isolated
properties on Waterworks Lane including Daily Mail Cottage, the Cheveley Park mobile home
park on Spitalgate Level, an isolated pair of semi-detached properties on Somerby Hill adjoining
the site and residential accommodation at the Barracks. To the east and south of the site lies
open countryside. The site is bisected by the River Witham and the East Coast Main Line
(ECML) between which lies an area of land comprising in part an active employment use and
dense scrub.

2.3

At present, the site is farmed intensively for arable use with some grazing land on the lower
slopes. In terms of its topography, the site can be divided into two parts: one half comprising the
relatively steeply sloping sides of a river valley and the other comprising a higher, flat plateau.
There are a very limited number of natural features within the site mainly comprising the
hedgerows along the boundaries of the site with Somerby Hill, Whalebone Lane, Saltersford
Road and Waterworks Lane with further hedgerows within the site itself. A copse of trees is
located at the edge of the plateau clearly visible from Spitalgate Level. Immediately adjacent to
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the ECML and the River Witham, the land is generally wooded interspersed with scrub and
marshy pockets.
2.4

The numbers of built features are equally limited comprising a number of electricity pylons
traversing the western part of the site in a south-east to north-west direction and Paper Mill
farmstead located near the River Witham. A small play area lies in the north-west corner of the
site. There is a strategic water main running north-south through the eastern part of the site. The
built environment will change substantially in the locality upon construction of the remaining
stretch of the GSRR which will introduce a major urbanising feature into the landscape and will
connect the site with the A1 strategic route network.

2.5

There are no statutory designations for heritage or ecological purposes within the site itself. To
the south lies a Scheduled Monument, a Bronze Age bowl barrow, located within pasture land in
private ownership. There are a number of listed buildings within Little Ponton. Alongside the River
Witham and East Coast Main Line, there are two Sites of Nature Conservation Interest (SNCIs).
A public footpath runs through the western part of the site connecting Spitalgate Level with Little
Ponton. There is a Source Protection Zone (SPZ) for water abstraction around the Saltersford
Water Treatment Works.

3.0

Description of Application

3.1

The proposal is for a mixed use urban extension comprising both residential and employment
uses. The uses proposed include:
 Up to 3,700 dwellings including housing for the elderly and extra care accommodation in
Use Class C2
 Up to 110,000 square metres of employment space within Use Classes B1 (30%), B2
(35%) and B8 (35%)
 Educational facilities including a primary school and through primary/secondary/sixth form
 Local centre up to 8,000 square metres including Use Classes A1 Shops, A2 Financial and
Professional Services, A3 Restaurant, A4 Public House, A5 Takeaway, B1 Police Room,
D1 Health Centre and Crèche, D1/D2 Community Hall and Gym
 Associated open space, playing fields and changing rooms, childrens’ play areas,
allotments, woodlands, wildlife habitat areas and sustainable urban drainage systems
 Roads, footpaths, cycleways, car and cycle parking
 Utility services including electricity substations and pumping stations

3.2

The application is made in outline with all matters reserved for future approval; therefore, at this
stage approval of the principle of development is sought based on the submitted Parameters
Plans, DAS and Development Schedule. The Environmental Statement (ES) identifies and
assesses any significant impacts of development on environmental matters. Any future reserved
matters applications must be in conformity with the Parameters Plans, the DAS design principles
and the mitigation measures included in the ES. This is to ensure that the development stays
within the assessed parameters and delivers the necessary mitigation

3.3

The approved GSRR will extend from a new junction on the A1 to the roundabout on the A52 at
Somerby Hill. Phase 1, comprising the roundabout on the B1174 and initial length of road at the
King31 employment site, has been constructed. Phase 2 will comprise the junction and slip roads
to the A1. Work will commence on Phase 2 early in 2018. Phase 3 comprises the Southern
Quadrant Link Road, comprising 3km of new road from the B1174 roundabout to the A52
Somerby Hill roundabout.

3.4

The Parameters Plans for the ES, upon which the application should be assessed, show that the
residential areas will be located to the eastern part of the site with a main spine road running
north-south to connect Somerby Hill to the new development roundabout on the GSRR. The local
centre would be located on the spine road and will include a variety of retail, community
(healthcare and community centre) and employment facilities. The schools would be sited
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nearby. Strategic landscape corridors, retaining existing hedgerows, would be created across the
site to define areas of development. Play areas would be incorporated alongside the landscape
corridors. Outdoor sports pitches would be created alongside the through school and Kesteven
Rugby Club. Allotments would be provided to the area south of the GSRR.
3.5

The Development Schedule sets out the amount of land for each proposed use:
Use
Residential Use
Employment Use
Local Centre
All-through School
Primary School
Primary Sub-station
Total Built Development Uses
Informal Natural Green Space
Outdoor Sports
Allotments
Equipped play space
Parks and Recreation
Total Green Infrastructure
GSRR road corridor and Junctions
Primary street
TOTAL DEVELOPMENT AREA
Other areas
Red Line Application Site
Boundary

Area (ha)
98.73
26.53
2.02
5.76
1.8
0.08
134.92
35.94
7.69
2.00
1.12
10.39
57.14
17.60
1.48
211.14
12.33
223.47

3.6

The residential part of the site will be developed in three main phases starting closest to existing
residential areas on Somerby Hill. The first phase will include approximately1212 dwellings, the
local centre, primary school, spine road and strategic landscape corridors. Access to the site will
be taken initially from Somerby Hill; however, it will be limited to 150 dwellings until the GSRR is
completed and operational. The second phase will see development of approximately 1221
dwellings progress eastwards along Somerby Hill to include further accesses, the through school
and outdoor sports pitches. The third phase will see development of approximately 1266
dwellings progressing south along the spine road to the GSRR. In total, three access points from
Somerby Hill are indicated together with one access from the GSRR. No vehicular access is
proposed to the residential development from Saltersford Road and Bridge End Road. It is
anticipated that residential development will proceed at around 125 dwellings per annum giving
an overall build period of 25 to 30 years.

3.7

The employment part of the site will include a potential range of business, office, manufacturing,
general industrial and distribution uses. The GSRR will extend though the southern part of this
area within new employment development on either side of the new road. The existing public
footpath will be diverted to provide a pleasant route adjacent to the woodland on the eastern
edge of this area. Employment uses will be accessed from three access points, two directly from
the B1174 and one from the new roundabout on the GSRR.

3.8

As part of the development will take place on sloping land, the Parameters Plans include limits to
the maximum changes to ground level and building heights on both residential and employment
development.

3.9

The green infrastructure will comprise 57 hectares in total and include:
 River Witham corridor and Paper Mill Park – an extension to the Riverside Walkway will
connect the site to Grantham for pedestrians and cyclists. The creation of a new park
alongside the River Witham will reflect the location of existing parks in the town.
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 GSRR green corridor – informal landscaped area with footpaths alongside the new road
 Greenways – strategic landscape corridors through the site aligning with existing
hedgerows to provide a landscape setting
 Landscape edges to the existing settlement – provided following the outcome of public
consultation
 Outdoor Sports Pitches, allotments and play areas – provided to meet Council requirements
for new residential development
3.10

Footpaths and cycle paths will be provided through the development including a proposed
extension to the Grantham riverside walkway leading to the site and along the A52 Somerby Hill.
The applicant intends to connect the eastern and western parts of the site via a footpath link and
bridge across the River Witham. The site will be drained using sustainable urban drainage
methods incorporating a mix of infiltration and attenuation depending on ground conditions.

3.11

The vision for the development, set out in the DAS, states that:
Spitalgate Heath will create a distinctive and high quality development with exciting and
inspiring places to live, work and play. These will draw upon existing successful spaces and
places in Grantham and will add design ideas based upon the unique qualities and
characteristics of the site.
The development will respond sensitively to the site and its setting; conserving yet embracing
the River Witham corridor; maximising the opportunities afforded by the site’s topography; and
respecting its settlement edge neighbours.
A green structure will run throughout Spitalgate Heath, with open spaces, woodlands,
wetlands, tree lined streets and ecological habitats defining the new neighbourhood. A new
riverside park, outdoor sports and play facilities, community orchard, allotments and
woodlands connected by footpaths, cycleways and landscape corridors.
The development will promote the use of sustainable transport and link into the existing
network of routes to the town, River Witham valley and wider countryside. In particular,
connections will be made throughout the new development and with the existing urban edge
and town centre beyond.
It will be a development that promotes health and wellbeing allowing new residents and
businesses to thrive.

4.0

Relevant History
S13/1257- screening opinion issued requiring an ES to be submitted with the planning application
S13/1254 - scoping opinion issued setting out matters to be included within an ES for the
proposed development
S13/0775 – planning permission granted for Southern Quadrant Link Road (GSRR Phase 3)
S15/2101 – planning permission granted for Southern Quadrant Link Road (s73 application for
minor amendments)

5.0

Policy Considerations

5.1

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
Core Planning Principles
Section 1 – Building a strong, competitive economy
Section 4 – Promoting sustainable transport
Section 6 – Wide choice of high quality homes
Section 7 – Requiring good design
Section 8 – Promoting healthy communities
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Section 10 – Climate change, flooding and coastal change
Section 11 – Conserving and enhancing the natural environment
Section 12 – Conserving and enhancing the historic environment
5.2

South Kesteven District Council Core Strategy
Policy SP1 – Spatial Strategy
Policy SP2 – Sustainable Communities
Policy SP3 – Sustainable Integrated Transport
Policy SP4 – Developer Contributions
Policy EN1 – Protection and Enhancement of the Character of the District
Policy EN2 – Reducing the Risk of Flooding
Policy H1 – Residential Development
Policy H2 – Urban Extension Sites (Grantham)
Policy H3 – Affordable Housing
Policy E1 – Employment Development

5.3

Site Allocations and Policies Development Plan Document
SAP11 – Belton House

5.4

Southern Quadrant Supplementary Planning Document (SPD)
The Southern Quadrant SPD was adopted in 2013. It sets out a vision, objectives and set of
design principles intended to provide guidance for developers for the implementation of a
sustainable urban extension to the south of Grantham.

5.5

Grantham Transport Strategy
The strategy was endorsed by Lincolnshire County Council in 2007 and by the Council in 2009 to
determine transport problems in the Grantham area could be tackled in order to make the town
and its surroundings a more attractive place to live, work and visit.

6.0

SKDC Corporate Priorities

6.1

Support good housing for all

6.2

Keep SK clean, green and healthy

6.3

Grow the economy

7.0

Representations received

7.1

In accordance with the General Planning Development Management Procedure Order 2015 and
the EIA Regulations 2011, the prescribed statutory consultees were consulted on the application.
In addition, the Council sought the views of a number of non-statutory external organisations and
in-house Council officers on technical aspects of the proposals. Given the scale of the proposed
development, the Council engaged the services of independent consultants to provide advice on
a range of specialist topics within the ES. This included an assessment of the adequacy of the
ES itself and on the topics of noise, air quality, ecology, landscape and traffic.

7.2

A number of rounds of consultation were carried out as follows:
Initial consultation – September 2014
Consultation on amended ES – April 2016
Consultation on further information in relation to the amended ES – November 2016

7.3

The final comments of each of the statutory consultees, other organisations and SKDC advisors
are summarised below.
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7.4

SKDC ES Assessment Consultant:

7.4.1

Following a number of amendments to the ES, an independent review has concluded that the
updated ES has assessed all likely significant effects and suggests that conditions are attached
to the planning permission to manage the environmental effects of the development and deliver
the mitigations required by the ES as it progresses over the construction period.

7.5

SKDC Landscape Consultant:

7.5.1

Comments on original ES: initially raised concerns relating to the methodology used in the
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) as it has affected the level of significance of
the impact of the development on the surrounding landscape.

7.5.2

Comments on updated ES: following extensive correspondence, the revised LVIA now provides a
more appropriate assessment of the likely significant landscape and visual effects in accordance
with current guidance. Our consultant considers that there will be a major/moderate adverse
impact on the Grantham Scarps and Valleys landscape character area at Year 0. There will be
significant adverse visual effects at certain agreed receptors, residential properties and public
rights of way.

7.6

Woodland Trust:

7.6.1

No objections to the development, however, given that the application is made in outline; they
provide suggestions on how the scheme could achieve improvements for woodland biodiversity
within the site through design coding and reserved matters applications. These include additional
tree planting along the A52, providing species diversity and local provenance, ensuring early tree
planting opportunities, contribution for tree planting to define character areas, contribute to street
environment and to SUDS and meeting the Woodland Access Standard.

7.7

Historic England:

7.7.1

Comments on original ES: initially raised concerns that the application did not demonstrate the
minimum level of information required under the NPPF and local planning policy in order to allow
SKDC to determine the application.

7.7.2

Comments on updated ES: Historic England has no objections on heritage grounds. Following
extensive correspondence, the heritage chapter of the revised ES and Supplementary Historic
Environment Assessment now provide all the assessment conducted to date into a single chapter
of the ES. Historic England consider that the proposed development will result in a level of harm
to the significance of designated heritage assets in and around Grantham, including the Grade I
listed Church of St Wulfram and the scheduled monument of the Bowl Barrow. Historic England
advises that SKDC must be satisfied that we have received sufficient information to understand
how harm can be avoided or minimised wherever possible, and how the type and extent of
necessary mitigation as well as opportunities for enhancement of heritage assets can be
addressed and delivered at the detailed design stage.

7.8

Heritage Lincolnshire:

7.8.1

No objections subject to mitigation measures (archaeological scheme of investigation) identified
within the ES and in accordance with a phasing programme.

7.9

SKDC Conservation Officer:

7.9.1

No objections to the development. Advises that the development and associated GSRR will result
in an overall enhancement of the Grantham and St Anne’s Conservation Areas as a result of the
significant removal of traffic through the town centre and recommends that the final proposals be
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informed by the Grantham Townscape Character Assessment study to ensure the development
has a sense of place and local identity.
7.10

National Trust:

7.10.1 No objections but advise that the Site Allocations and Policies DPD Policy SAP11 aims to ensure
that proposals protect and enhance the setting of Belton House and Park, using the Belton
House and Park Setting study. Support the proposals in the DAS that buildings will be 2 to 2.5
storeys and not more than 3 storeys in height and the provision of green infrastructure, wildlife
corridor, cycleways and SUDS. Recommend consideration of structural planting along the A52
and ensuring roofing materials are recessive in colour and finish in relation to the wider
landscape to minimise visual impact.
7.11

Environment Agency:

7.11.1 Comments on original ES: Raised significant concerns regarding the impact on protected species
and their habitats, including white clawed crayfish; on use of infiltration as part of the proposed
sustainable drainage system (plus other detailed concerns); and on the requirement for a
preliminary Water Framework Directive assessment to ensure no deterioration to water quality
within the River Witham.
7.11.2 Comments on updated ES: Following extensive discussions, revision to the ES and the
submission of a preliminary Water Framework Directive assessment, the Environment Agency
raises no objections subject to conditions relating to the prevention of infiltration of surface water
drainage into the ground within Source Protection Zone 1 other than with consent of the local
planning authority and for the remediation of contamination not previously identified on the site.
On water quality, the Environment Agency welcomes the applicant’s support for any future
habitat works along the River Witham and on implementation of Water Framework Directive
mitigation measures. They recommend the incorporation of mitigation measures in the River
Basin Management Plan to help reduce the impact of some of the potential stresses that are not
fully understood or difficult to quantify such as potential for increased abstraction from
Saltersford, changes to riparian vegetation management and increased impact from urban diffuse
pollution.
7.12

Anglian Water

7.12.1 No objections subject to condition relating to the submission of a foul water strategy.
7.13

Upper Witham IDB:

7.13.1 No objections provided the proposed development is constructed in accordance with the
submitted drainage strategy.
7.14

LCC Highways:

7.14.1 No objections subject to conditions. Advise that the TA appears to be a fair and balanced
appraisal of the impact of the proposed development on the local highway network and
infrastructure, albeit that there are some clarifications / addendums required from the applicant.
The TA has been prepared in accordance with the relevant guidance and has followed the scope
agreed at pre-application with the Highway Authority and Highways England. The TA
demonstrates that the proposals can be accommodated on the highway provided the mitigation
works as proposed are implemented.
7.14.2 LCC Highways suggest conditions on phasing to ensure that specific junction improvements and
new accesses to the development are carried out as the development is built out over time. The
phasing requirements would allow 150 dwellings to be provided before Access A onto the A52 is
provided. All further development would require the provision of the whole length of the GSRR.
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The need for pedestrian crossings on the A52 and Harrowby Road (as identified in the ES) will be
reviewed before the occupation of the 2,434th dwelling.
7.14.3 In addition, they suggest conditions to ensure the review of the TA after each key phase is
completed, to ensure the provision of detailed travel plans, to ensure an acceptable method of
surface water drainage is provided and to ensure safe access to the site and each dwelling or
building. The review of the TA is to inform mitigation measures during the delivery of the scheme.
7.14.4 Contributions towards the delivery of the GSRR and sustainable methods of transport via travel
plan initiative are required as part of the s106 agreement. LCC Highways agree to receive s106
payments through the proposed tariff mechanism.
7.14.5 With regard to the submitted Framework Travel Plans, these have been amended in line with the
requirements of LCC and are considered acceptable. The measures within the Travel Plan shall
be achieved through the s106 agreement and planning conditions.
7.15

Highways England:

7.15.1 Recommend that a condition should be attached to any planning permission requiring that no
more development than shown in Phase 1 (1200 dwellings, schools and local centre) be
occupied until highway improvements works at the south bound A1 / A52 Barrowby Road junction
have been implemented and are fully operational.
7.16

SKDC Traffic Consultant:

7.16.1 The ES chapter on traffic assesses the likely significant environmental impacts of traffic
generated by the development. This includes increases in traffic flow, severance, driver delay
and accidents and safety. These matters are not part of the remit of LCC Highways who restrict
their comments to the impacts of development on highway safety, the capacity of the road
network and suitability of new junctions. As a result, the Council has commissioned independent
consultants to review the likely traffic related environmental impacts.
7.16.2 Comments on original ES: Advise that they have concerns over how retail development trips,
construction traffic and school traffic are calculated; on the design of cycle and pedestrian links
within the local centre; raise specific queries regarding the implementation of the travel plan and
on the targets to reduce single occupancy vehicle trips within the travel plan. The most significant
environmental impact is that of school traffic.
7.16.3 Comments on updated ES: A number of additional reports and information has been submitted
together with a revision to the ES chapter. The submission of a Technical Note by the applicant
confirmed that the methodology used in the TA to assess school traffic is acceptable subject to
the requirement that the detailed application for the schools include an assessment of school
associated traffic and its associated environmental impact at and in the immediate vicinity of the
school. The submission of the validation report for the Saturn Model confirms that their concerns
regarding the accuracy of the modelled traffic flows within the TA and ES traffic chapter are now
addressed. The submission of an updated ES provides a qualitative assessment of likely
construction traffic impacts in the absence of actual traffic data. The matters relating to travel
plans have been addressed within updated Travel Plan documents requested by LCC Highways
and detailed design matters will be addressed through Design Coding and the consideration of
Reserved Matters applications.
7.17

SKDC Air Quality Consultant:

7.17.1 The ES chapter on air quality assesses the likely significant environmental impacts of the
development upon air quality in and around the site. Due to the scale of the development, the
Council has commissioned independent consultants to review the likely impacts on air quality.
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7.17.2 Comments on original ES: Advise that given the proximity of the site to the Grantham Air Quality
Management Area (approximately 600m from the south boundary of the site at Bridge End Road)
concerns were raised regarding the assessment of construction impacts, the methodology used
to assess operational impacts on air quality and the proposed mitigation measures.
7.17.3 Comments on updated ES: Additional information has been provided and a revised ES chapter
on air quality. The revised methodology is acceptable to address all their original concerns and
provides an appropriate assessment of the likely significant air quality impacts. Recommend that
a Construction Management Plan is provided as per the stated mitigation measures.
7.18

SKDC Noise Consultant:

7.18.1 The ES chapter on noise assesses the likely significant environmental impacts of the
development upon noise in and around the site. Due to the scale of the development, the Council
has commissioned independent consultants to review the likely impacts on noise.
7.18.2 Comments on original ES: Raise concerns about the methodology undertaken to assess the
likely significant noise impacts including the absence of detailed noise assessment of existing
noise sources and likely noise from the GSRR.
7.18.3 Comments on updated ES: Following additional monitoring of existing noise source, a revised
noise report and revised ES chapter on noise has been submitted. Advised that the assessment
is now acceptable as existing noise sources have been assessed to an agreed methodology.
There is potential for noise impact, however, this can be prevented and considered at the
reserved matters stage subject to suitable mitigation measures such as boundary acoustic
fencing, inward facing gardens and orientation of rooms within properties. Recommend a
condition to monitor levels of transportation noise from GSRR which may require mitigation of
residential dwellings to British Standard 8233 (2014) through layout and a suitable set back of
dwellings from the new road.
7.19

Natural England:

7.19.1 Support the Green Infrastructure element of the proposal especially the way in which green
infrastructure has been allowed to evolve following the adoption of the SPD. They welcome the
identification of the River Witham corridor and other locally important habitat as key areas for
retention together with the extension of the Grantham Riverside Walkway and Cycleway initiative.
Recommend conditions for an over-arching landscape and green infrastructure plan, a
Construction and Environmental Management Plan and to ensure management and maintenance
of green areas. Natural England is satisfied that there is not likely to be an adverse effect on the
Woodnook Valley SSSI and it is not a constraint in determining the application. The suggested
conditions will ensure the development will not impact on the features of the SSSI. Recommend
the potential for priority habitat creation, measures to enhance the biodiversity of the site, green
roofs and landscape enhancements are explored. Confirm that soil quality has been adequately
investigated
7.20

Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust:

7.20.1 Comments on original ES: Largely satisfied with the level of survey effort that has been carried
out to date and that provided the recommendations are followed, there should not be any
significant negative impacts on protected species as a result of the proposals. There is one
remaining concern regarding the assessment of potential for bats to use the railway viaduct.
Recommend that potential impacts on the riverine corridor through construction and ongoing
human disturbance and lighting should be minimised and the number of crossing points kept to a
minimum. Strongly supportive of the green infrastructure provision, the proposed habitat creation
and the recommendation to provide new habitats early in the phasing. Support the provision for
badger underpasses in strategic locations and other wildlife friendly features within the
development.
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7.20.2 Comments on revised ES: Note the additional ecological information provided in the revised ES
now addresses the issues previously raised. We are therefore satisfied that provided the
recommendations are followed, there should not be any significant negative impacts on protected
species as a result of the proposed works.
7.21

SKDC Ecology Consultant:

7.21.1 The ES chapter on ecology assesses the likely significant environmental impacts of the
development upon nature conservation interests in and around the site. Due to the scale of the
development, the Council has commissioned independent consultants to review the likely
impacts on ecological matters.
7.21.2 Comments on original ES: raised concerns in relation to assessment of impacts on scare arable
flora, bats and the proposed mitigation measures.
7.21.3 Comments on revised ES: having considered the revised ES chapter and supporting information,
including a Landscape Environmental Management Plan and additional surveys carried out in
2016, the consultants agree that a satisfactory evaluation of the valued ecological receptors has
been carried out. With the mitigation measures described and illustrated in the draft
Environmental Masterplan, the summary of residual effects is reasonable, with none of the
effects rated at more than Minor Adverse and most Negligible. The proposals for habitat creation
and management and protection of species are expected to compensate for the minor losses of
semi-natural habitat. The proposals would retain and enhance the important habitat corridor
along the River Witham and provide linear semi-natural habitats along the GSRR and in selected
links across the development.
7.22

NHS England:

7.22.1 No objections subject to a contribution of £1,609,500 required to mitigate the impact on primary
care facilities. This would provide capital towards a new health care facility to accommodate 5
GPs together with land for 50 car parking spaces. NHS England agree to receive s106 payments
through the proposed tariff mechanism.
7.23

LCC Education:

7.23.1 No objections subject to the provision of a serviced site for an all-through school site (420 place
primary and 850 place secondary) by completion of the 151st dwelling and a primary school site
(420 places) by completion of the 1500st dwelling. Once built, the schools would be subject to a
phased opening, with reception and year 7 of the all-through school opening first, then filling up
one year at a time; the whole school will take some seven year to be full with all years open. The
phasing plan has been amended by the applicant’s to take account of LCC’s requirements.
7.24

Sport England:

7.24.1 In their non-statutory response, Sport England raise concerns regarding the lack of an evidence
based rationale for the form, extent and siting of on-site outdoor sports provision or case to
support the apparent lack of explicit proposals for indoor / built facilities to meet the additional
needs generated by the development.
7.25

SKDC Urban Design Consultant:

7.25.1 Due to the scale and high aspirations for the quality of proposed development at Spitalgate
Heath, the Council employed an urban designer to assess and help guide the form of the
proposals during pre-application discussions and to assess the planning application submission.
7.25.2 They conclude that it is clear that a great deal of care and attention has been paid to the design
aspect of this site, allowing for the necessary need to allow innovation at the detailed design
stages. Many of the more strategic decisions about elements such as connectivity, green
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infrastructure, and the distribution of uses around the site are commended, albeit with some slight
concerns about the district centre and to the edges of the development. The management of the
detailed phases of design will be critical in delivering the vision set out in the Masterplan SPD
and extensive use of design codes is recommended to help in this regard. To assist in
management of the design code and compliance, the appointment of a ‘code champion’ to
undertake this role is recommended.
7.26

LCC Libraries and Heritage

7.26.1 No objections subject to contribution of £957,600 to libraries and £157,500 to heritage facilities in
order to facilitate the relocation of Grantham Library.
7.27

LCC Planning Services:

7.27.1 Support the proposals subject to ongoing engagement regarding the terms of the s106
agreement. Request that priorities and phasing for infrastructure are considered. The inclusion of
education facilities and GSRR within the masterplan is welcomed.
7.28

LCC Minerals Planning:

7.28.1 No comments received.
7.29

SKDC Neighbourhoods:

7.29.1 No objections on the grounds of community safety subject to the contribution of £195,000
towards the provision, monitoring and maintenance of x3 CCTV cameras at the local centre and
at key road junctions on the edge of the development.
7.30

SKDC Affordable Housing:

7.30.1 Preference for 35% affordable housing to be provided on site with a minimum of 60% as social
rent and a maximum as shared ownership. Subject to the provision of a suitable viability study,
the Council would consider a revision to either the overall scale of affordable housing provision or
to the property mix and/or tenure type. In some circumstances, the Council may be willing to
accept off-site provision or a financial contribution in lieu of affordable housing. Where an
applicant demonstrates that a scheme is not currently viable at the affordable housing target rate
and that the Council determines that it is appropriate to negotiate a reduced or nil contribution
rate then the s106 agreement will include an ‘overage’ clause.
7.31

Defence Infrastructure Organisation:

7.31.1 The application site is approximately 3.2km from RAF Barkston Heath and 2.5km from RAF
Syerston. It occupies the statutory birdstrike safeguarding zone surrounding both aerodromes.
The MOD has no safeguarding objections in principle but is concerned with the number of SUDS
detention basins proposed. They suggest the ponds should be designed to ensure the ponds
remain dry and planted with dry flood meadow species to prevent attractiveness to flocking bird
species or otherwise suitably mitigated.
7.32

Network Rail:

7.32.1 With reference to the protection of the railway, there are no objections in principle to the
development but there are some detailed requirements which must be met especially with the
close proximity to the development of an electrified railway.
7.32.2 In addition, given the size and proximity of the development to the railway, it is considered that
there may be significant impacts on Grantham railway station. A s106 contribution towards
station facility improvements is sought, for example, to improve car parking facilities and
passenger information services given the likely increase in demand generated by the
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development. As a separate matter, Network Rail require a portion of the development value of
the site on account of their position as a landowner with an interest in the site.
7.33

Lincolnshire Police:

7.33.1 No objections but suggest a number of generic points to be considered through Reserved
Matters applications.
7.34

Lincolnshire Fire and Rescue:

7.34.1 Object to the application on the grounds of access, water supplies and environmental issues. In
particular, they require fire hydrants to be provided at the developer’s expense but it is not
possible at this stage to determine the number of hydrants required for fire fighting purposes.
Also, a fire fighting water run-off strategy must be submitted to the satisfaction of the EA and fire
service.
7.35

LCC Footpaths Officer:

7.35.1 Agree in principle to the adoption of strategic footpaths and cycleways throughout the site,
subject to the provision of more detailed information at the Reserved Matters stage. Support the
provision of a riverside walk subject to detailed comments. Advises that Grantham public footpath
no. 13, which runs parallel to Spitalgate Level, will require diverting prior to development taking
place on the GSRR and welcomes the suggested route through a green open space.
7.36

Londonthorpe and HarrowbyWithout Parish Council:

7.36.1 Raise a number of concerns relating to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
7.37

Junction with A52 need to be away from the hill and corner and should be a roundabout
for highway safety reasons
Saltersford Estate cannot cope with additional sewage
Will building line behind 48 and 50 Saltersford Road be closer than discussed at site
meeting?
Fears for loss of wildlife and that all green areas in the plan are rigidly stuck to
Bungalows on Saltersford Road boundary should be 4.6m not 6m
Bungalows should be built all along Saltersford boundary releasing more family homes
Concerns over amount of traffic on Bridge End Road
GSRR should be built before any development begins
What will be built into permission to ensure all the amenities are built and not forgotten
There needs to be a timetable for all the shops, schools, leisure opportunities to be built
When will the cycle / walkway to the town be built?
How many homes will be allowed to be built before the GSRR is in place?
Parish Council should be involved in naming the streets on the estate

Old Somerby Parish Council:

7.37.1 Understand that the full impact of increased traffic is unlikely to be felt for many years,
nevertheless are not convinced that sufficient thought or planning has been given to the impact of
increased traffic generation on road infrastructure and how traffic flow will be controlled. The
parish council retain a keen interest in the Somerby Hill roundabout as they were the driving force
behind securing sponsorship for its planning and redevelopment.
7.38

Grantham Civic Society:

7.38.1 The Society supports the proposals and considers that detailed matters can be dealt with at
Reserved Matters stage. They have submitted detailed comments on the Design and Access
Statement supporting the vision for the scheme, its objectives, the proposals themselves and the
content of the supporting information.
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7.39

Peterborough City Council:

7.39.1 No objections.
7.40

Newark and Sherwood District Council:

7.40.1 No objections
7.41

North Kesteven District Council:

7.41.1 No objections
7.42

Rutland County Council:

7.42.1 No objections
7.43

Melton Borough Council:

7.43.1 No objections
8.0

Representations and Representations received as a result of Publicity

8.1

Prior to submission, the applicant carried out a programme of community involvement during
November 2013 including the door-to-door distribution of around 950 newsletters describing the
proposals, a consultation exercise and letters to adjacent businesses, community groups and
organisations and statutory consultees. The exhibition was attended by 112 people.

8.2

A second consultation event was held in October 2014 attended by 88 members of the public.
Local Ward Councillors were present. The applicant describes the response to their consultation
exercise in their Statement of Community Involvement.

8.3

The application has been advertised in accordance with the Council’s adopted Statement of
Community Involvement relevant to this type of planning application.

8.4

Neighbours were notified of the application and site notices posted. Consultation on the original
application took place in October 2014. Following submission of a revised ES and further ES
information, reconsultation was carried out in April 2016 and in April 2017. Neighbours and
previous contributors were notified of the amended information.

8.5

In total, 55 representations were received – of these, 40 were submitted in relation to the original
application following the public meeting in November 2014. Some residents have written more
than once.

8.6

In summary, the issues raised by local residents and businesses included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Huge increase in traffic and congestion on local roads
Delay at junctions in town especially Gainsborough Corner
Houghton Road and Albert Road will be used even more as a cut-through
Lack of pedestrian crossings especially at Gainsborough Corner
New housing will replace traffic removed by by-pass
By-pass should be built before any houses
Impact on wildlife habitat including red kites, badgers, foxes, deer, buzzards
Character of green bowl round Grantham will change from countryside to urban
Loss of views from Hills and Hollows
Loss of ancient trees, hedgerows and countryside
Riverside walk will disturb wildlife and encourage rubbish
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Not enough parking in town centre
Not enough amenities eg more health facilities, community halls, shops, petrol station,
youth centre
Pollution from construction work, extra traffic, energy,
Noise and air quality pollution from traffic using existing roads
Reduced scale of development would be better
Welcome the by-pass but not the new houses
Bungalows only to be built all along Saltersford Road as land rises up behind these
properties
No development adjacent to the boundary with existing properties, area should be
landscaped to protect against loss of privacy
Grantham Hospital, Police and other public services cannot support number of new
residents
Concern about water run-off into existing gardens as drains can’t cope
Detailed letter from local housebuilder raising concerns about the ES
Loss of farmland
Impact on adjacent landowner
Flood risk as existing surface water problems on Harrowby Road, Bridge End Road and
Somerby Hill junction
The Council has not been open about the link between the by-pass and the new
development
No support for residents to gather evidence if they disagree with technical reports
Inaccurate and incomplete information or lack of information to support the application
There are kingfishers and water voles along the River Witham
Want 50m buffer along the River Witham and no lighting along footpath
Existing sewerage problems experienced by some properties
Noise and light pollution from proposed employment uses
Concern the road from Bridge End Grove would be used by cars or link to riverside walk
Lack of forward thinking to meet needs of a healthy community and preventing crime
through design
Development will be visually intrusive
Speed limit should be reduced to 30mph on A52 and B1174 Spittlegate Level
Impact on security of houses at Saltersford Road estate
‘Privacy strip’ will cause problems of access to rear of properties, won’t actually provide
privacy and lead to crime and anti-social behaviour.
No need for more housing

8.7

The effect on property values are not a material planning consideration which may be taken into
account in the determination of this application.

8.8

Letters of support from a local business who expressed their whole-hearted support for this
scheme as it would be good for the town in general. Letter of no objection from the adjacent
landowner which includes Little Ponton Quarry.

8.9

Some letters suggested if development was to go ahead: a reduced scale of development would
be better, that the design and layout of the houses should be more interesting with more trees
and landscaping, the houses should include renewable energy, there should be affordable
housing and a range of house prices.
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9.0

Evaluation

9.1

The main issues are:















Principle of development
Phasing
Traffic impacts
Heritage
Landscape
Ecology
Water environment
Air quality
Noise
Socio-economic impacts
Impact on residential amenity
Design, crime prevention and fire safety
Affordable housing
Section 106 contributions

9.2

Principle of Development

9.2.1

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 states that planning
applications should be determined in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. Paragraph 14 of the NPPF advises that there is a presumption
in favour of sustainable development and for decision-making this means approving development
proposals that accord with the development plan without delay. The NPPF is a material
consideration in planning decisions.

9.2.2

The development plan for the District comprises the adopted Core Strategy and Site Allocations
and Policies Development Plan Document. The policies within the development plan are
compliant with the NPPF.

9.2.3

The Core Strategy has a clear spatial strategy for the location of new development based on
these principles. CS policy SP1 seeks to direct new development to Grantham. Policy H1 is also
clear that housing growth should be focused on Grantham and expressly allows for the majority
of the District's housing (approximately 56%) to be delivered there while policy H2B identifies
land to the south of Grantham as suitable for an urban extension subject to the inclusion of
appropriate SUDS measures, the protection of nature conservation interests, investigation of
potential archaeological remains; incorporating these features and characteristics of the site into
the design of development. CS policy SP3 states that the provision of an east-west relief road
between the A1 and the A52 to the south of Grantham will be brought forward as part of the
Southern Quadrant SUE. The parameters plans for the application show the location of the
GSRR will be accommodated within the development.

9.2.4

The Southern Quadrant Masterplan SPD, as envisaged by CS policy H2B, sets out a vision and
objectives for the development. It is a material consideration in the determination of the
application. The DAS submitted with the application, parameters plans and illustrative masterplan
closely reflects the masterplan principles and phasing programme set out in the SPD. Subject to
the detailed considerations set out below, the proposed development is in compliance with the
principles of the SPD.

9.2.5

In order to inform allocations in the future local plan, the Council commissioned The Grantham
Capacity and Limits to Growth Study 2015 (GCSLG). Whilst the broad principle of residential
development in Grantham is in accordance with the policy framework (CS policies SP1 and H1),
in the absence of yet to be made specific allocations, and in advance of adoption of the next local
plan, the GCLGS represents the most up to date and comprehensive technical evidence base to
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guide the future expansion of Grantham and it is therefore an important material planning
consideration that now carries weight in decision-making. The Capacity Study recommends the
site as suitable for both residential and employment development.
9.2.6

The proposals include provision for residential development, employment uses and community
infrastructure and as part of a suite of s106 contribution, will contribute to the funding of the
GSRR. Subject to the assessment of the likely specific impacts of the proposed development,
that are discussed in more detail below, the urban extension is acceptable in principle and
complies with policies SP1, SP3, H1 and H2B.

9.2.7

The application includes a DAS and revised ES, together with further information, that sets out
the approach to the design of the development together with issues, impacts, effects and
mitigations in relation to a range of environmental matters arising from the development including
the cumulative impact with other developments. These are assessed in more detail through the
remainder of this report.

9.3

Phasing

9.3.1

At a high level, the applicant proposes that the site will be developed in three key phases:

9.3.2

Phase 1 – 1212 dwellings accessed from A52 Somerby Hill and GSRR, local centre, all-through
school, employment units (area A), main access and spine road between A52 and GSRR. The
GSRR will be completed by LCC. A limit of 150 dwellings before the GSRR is completed. Green
infrastructure will be provided including riverside park, extension of riverside walkway, strategic
landscaping called ‘greenways’, landscape buffer to Saltersford Road estate, outdoor sports
area, enhancement of existing play area and creation of new play area and establishment of
allotments.

9.3.3

Phase 2 – 1221 dwellings accessed from A52 Somerby Hill, new spine road and GSRR, internal
road infrastructure connecting with Phase 1, primary school and employment units (Area A).
Green infrastructure will comprise further ‘greenways’, outdoor sports area, footway / cycleway
crossing GSRR, enhancements to Whalebone Lane and additional play areas.

9.3.4

Phase 3 – 1266 dwellings accessed from new spine road and GSRR, internal road infrastructure
connecting with Phases 1 and 2, and employment units (Area B). Green infrastructure will
comprise further ‘greenways’.

9.3.5

The provision of green infrastructure, including the riverside park and walkway, will be controlled
through a planning condition to ensure it keeps pace with the residential development. As this is
an outline application, the sub-division of each Phase into development parcels will be
determined at a later date.

9.3.6

The principle of the proposed phasing arrangements are acceptable subject to controls via a
planning condition or s106 agreement regarding the timing of the provision of community and
green infrastructure to ensure that it keeps pace with built development.

9.4

Traffic Impacts

9.4.1

The NPPF is very clear that when assessing developments that generate significant amounts of
traffic, decision makers should apply the following tests and take account of whether:
 the opportunities for sustainable transport modes have been taken up depending on the
nature and location of the site, to reduce the need for major transport infrastructure;
 safe and suitable access to the site can be achieved for all people; and
 improvements can be undertaken within the transport network that cost effectively limits the
significant impacts of the development. Development should only be prevented or refused
on transport grounds where the residual cumulative impacts of development are severe.
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9.4.2

These requirements are broadly reflected in CS policy SP3, which requires the sustainable
location of new development and also that it meets the objectives of the local transport plan for
Lincolnshire. This policy references the provision of an east-west relief road between the A1 and
the A52 to the south of Grantham to be brought forward as part of this development. It states
that, where appropriate developer contributions will be sought towards the provision of necessary
improvements. CS Policy H2B identifies that access to the residential part of this site will be
dependent upon the provision of a new road from the A52.

9.4.3

The 4th Lincolnshire Local Transport Plan (LTP4) covers the 10 year period between 2013 and
2023. The GSRR is identified as one of four major scheme priorities in the plan.

9.4.4

The application is supported by a Transport Assessment (TA), supplementary reports to address
consultee requirements, a Non-Technical Summary and Framework Travel Plans for both
residential and employment uses. The applicants have tested the proposed development against
a number of different traffic generation scenarios to meet the requirements of LCC Highways and
Highways England. In addition, they have looked at walking, cycling and bus proposals and
Travel Plan measures to encourage alternative modes of transport to the private car.

9.4.5

The TA considered 26 main junctions across the town centre and all the Grantham connections
to the A1. The baseline assessment (2016) shows that traffic congestion exists in Grantham town
centre and vehicles experience some significant delays; particularly at the A52 / B1174 /
Springfield Road junction (Gainsborough Corner). Once the GSRR is built and open, most of the
through traffic that currently traverses the town – including most of the lorries – will divert onto the
new road, joining or leaving the A1 at the new junction. The TA for the GSRR predicted that
4,200 vehicles per day will not be coming through the town centre. The removal of this ‘cross
town’ traffic will not only benefit the morning and evening rush hours but during the day, some 35
HGVs per hour will no longer be going through town. Traffic from the new developments in
Grantham already granted planning permission together with the Spitalgate Heath development
that replaces the through traffic will have a purpose for going into town such as for shopping or
going to work, which is better for the local economy.

9.4.6

The LCC traffic model for Grantham uses 2031 as the predicted year that the whole Spitalgate
Heath development and other approved developments will be built. It is important to recognise
that the change from the existing situation to 2031 is not simply due to the proposed Spitalgate
Heath development.

9.4.7

The applicant’s transport consultants have considered the likely impact of the development in
much detail, focusing on the impact on specific junctions within Grantham. In particular they
considered the likely delay at each junction and the impact of new development on the capacity
of each junction. Taking each in turn:

9.4.7.1 Junction Delay - overall, the addition of traffic from these developments will result in most
junctions within the town centre having less delay than the baseline situation. This is because the
GSRR has taken a lot of ‘cross town’ traffic out of the town centre. At the Gainsborough Corner
junction, where the current average measured delay in the morning rush hour is nearly two
minutes, the delay is predicted to reduce to around one minute. In summary, of the 10 Grantham
town centre junctions, a comparison of the average delay in the morning rush hour between the
2031 scenario and the baseline scenario without the GSRR shows that:
 five junctions will have less than average delay;
 four will have about the same average delay (but slightly less); and
 one will have a slightly higher than average delay (but is low at 8 seconds).
9.4.7.2 Junction Capacity - one of the most sensitive junctions on the local highway network is at
Gainsborough Corner. At present, the junction is significantly over capacity in the morning peak
and over capacity at the evening peak. This will improve with once the GSRR is operational.
Once the development is fully built out, the junction will be over capacity at the morning peak and
slightly over capacity at the evening peak. Therefore, in 2031, the impact on junction capacity at
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Gainsborough Corner will be less than currently exists. LCC Highways are satisfied that this
impact is not severe, as defined by the NPPF paragraph 32 test.
9.4.8

In view of the proposed phasing for new development, planning conditions will be attached to
ensure that new roads and junctions within the site are provided to accommodate the new
development in a manner to ensure safe and suitable access and to avoid any adverse impact on
the highway network. In the first instance, no more than 150 dwellings shall be provided until
the GSRR is built and operational. The TA demonstrates that this is the maximum number of
dwellings that could be built before a ‘severe’ impact on the highway network would be
experienced. It is important to recognise that the proposed development will contribute to the
funding of the GSRR as part of the overall mitigation measures. During the first phase, no more
than 992 dwellings shall be provided until the spine road connecting the GSRR and A52 Somerby
Hill is built. Additional access points to Phases 2 and 3 of the residential development and to the
employment use will need to be provided before development is commenced on these phases.

9.4.9

The only junction on the Strategic Highway Network to be considered to have a significant effect
in terms of an increase in traffic as a result of the Spitalgate Heath and other developments is the
A1 (southbound) / A52Barrowby Road junction. Highways England limits the amount of
development at Spitalgate Heath to 1200 dwellings, schools and local centre until the junction
improvements are constructed and operational.

9.4.10 The ES considered the environmental effects of traffic generation from the development including
increases in traffic flow, severance (difficulty in crossing roads), driver delay and accidents and
safety. Overall, the development will only lead to moderate adverse impacts in a limited range of
circumstances which these can be mitigated as set out below.
9.4.11 In order to mitigate the operational environmental impacts of the development on traffic, transport
and access; the applicant will:
 Undertake an improvement to the new main site access from the A52 Somerby Hill to the
new spine road through the site to upgrade it from a priority junction with ghost island
facility for right turning traffic to a traffic controlled junction once 3,000 houses are built as a
result of increase in traffic flows to the new junction
 Undertake an improvement to the strategic highway A1 (southbound) / A52 Barrowby Road
junction once Phase 1 (1200 dwellings, schools and local centre)has been built to
overcome increases in traffic flow which would otherwise lead the junction to be significantly
overcapacity in 2031
 Provide new pedestrian crossing facilities at the A52 Somerby Hill and at Harrowby Road
following a review of conditions before the occupation of the 2,434th dwelling to overcome
increases in traffic flow and severance
9.4.12 The measures within the Framework Travel Plans to reduce reliance on the private car will be
achieved through planning condition and the contributions towards new bus services will be
achieved through the s106 agreement.
9.4.13 Taking all of the above into account, it is considered that the proposal is acceptable in this
respect and will not result in severe residual cumulative transport impacts, and is therefore in
accordance with CS policy SP3, and NPPF Section 4.
9.5

Heritage

9.5.1

Sections 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 requires
decision makers to have special regard to the desirability of preserving listed buildings or their
settings or any features of special architectural or historic interest which they possess. Section 72
of the same Act requires decision makers, with respect to any buildings or other land in a
conservation area to pay special attention to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the
character or appearance of that area.
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9.5.2

As was made very clear in the judgement of the Court of Appeal in the Barnwell Manor case, and
subsequent case law, the abovementioned legislation requires that considerable importance and
weight must be attached by the decision maker to the desirability of preserving the setting of
heritage assets when balancing harm against public benefits.

9.5.3

Section 12 of the NPPF sets out the approach to conserving and enhancing the historic
environment in decision making.

9.5.4

Paragraph 132 states that great weight should be given to the conservation of heritage assets
and the more important the asset, the greater the weight should be. There are three policy tests
in the NPPF relating to designated and non-designated heritage assets:

9.5.5

Paragraph 133 states:
Where a proposed development will lead to substantial harm to or total loss of significance of a
designated heritage asset, local planning authorities should refuse consent, unless it can be
demonstrated that the substantial harm or loss is necessary to achieve substantial public
benefits that outweigh that harm or loss….

9.5.6

Paragraph 134 states:
Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a
designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the
proposal, including securing its optimum viable use.

9.5.7

Paragraph 135 states:
The effect of an application on the significant of a non-designated heritage asset should be
taken into account in determining the application. In weighing applications that affect directly or
indirectly non-designated heritage assets, a balanced judgement will be required having
regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the significance of the heritage asset.

9.5.8

in this context, proposals which would result in substantial harm to or total loss of significance of
a designated heritage asset should be refused unless it can be demonstrated that it is necessary
to achieve substantial public benefits that outweigh the harm. Where a proposal would lead to
less than substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should be
weighed against the public benefits of the proposal. Although substantial and less than
substantial harm are a matter of judgement the PPG advises that substantial harm is a high test
and is most likely to be applicable where a fundamental element of a heritage asset’s special
interest is seriously compromised.

9.5.9

CS policy EN1 also applies to the setting of heritage assets as it does to landscape character and
visual amenity.

9.5.10 Policy SAP11 requires development proposals to demonstrate what impact, if any, proposals will
have on the setting of Belton House and Park and that any adverse impacts are removed or
mitigated. The Belton House Setting Study (2010) refers to the application site, stating that the
area is:
“not sensitive to major development, unless it visually rises above the ridge lines and tree
screens that contain the views. Major development that does rise above the ridge lines and
distant tree screens in the significant views out of the park would be detrimental to these
views.”
9.5.11 The Grantham Townscape Assessment recognises the ‘green rim’ around Grantham which
provides an important panoramic viewpoint when entering Grantham as well as strategic views to
key landmark buildings including St Wulfram’s church spire. The GTA identifies the contribution
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of higher slopes to part of the site to the ‘green rim’ around Grantham as a key issue for new
development to address.
9.5.12 There are no international or nationally designated sites or designated heritage assets within the
application boundary. There are 21 designated heritage assets located outside the application
site. There are 59 non-designated heritage assets located both within and outside the site. The
majority of the non-designated heritage assets within the site are below ground archaeological
remains.
9.5.13 The revised ES considered the likely significant environmental effects of the development on both
designated and non-designated heritage assets. These are summarised in the table below.
DESIGNATED
HERITAGE ASSET
WITHIN THE
SITE
32 nondesignated
heritage assets

NON-DESIGNATED
HERITAGE ASSET

ES
ASSESSMENT
AFTER
MITIGATION

NPPF
ASSESSMENT

Above ground
heritage assets
include Houghton
Paper Mill,
Spittlegate Heath
Farm and a length of
drystone wall.

Minor beneficial
effect after
archaeological
investigation and
preservation by
record. Houghton
Paper Mill will be
retained.
Minor or
moderate
beneficial effects
following
archaeological
investigations
and preservation
by record.

No harm

No harm

St John the Evangelist
Church (Grade II)
St Vincent’s House
(Grade II)
Beacon Cottage (Grade
II)

Minor beneficial
effect to setting
and significance.
Moderate
beneficial effect
to setting.
Minor adverse
visual effect
Minor adverse
visual effect.
Minor adverse
effect.

Church of St Gulthac,
Little Ponton(Grade I)

Minor adverse
effect

Pigeoncote, Little
Ponton (Grade II*)
Grange Farm, Little
Ponton (Grade II)

Minor adverse
visual effect
Minor adverse
visual effect

None

Below ground
heritage assets
include prehistoric,
Romano-British,
Saxon, medieval and
post-medieval sites,
artefacts and find
spots.
OUTSIDE THE
SITE
1 scheduled
monument
18 listed
buildings
2 conservation
areas
2 registered
parks and
gardens

Scheduled Bowl Barrow
St Wulfram’s Church
(Grade I)
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No harm

No harm
No harm
No harm
Less than
substantial
harm
Less than
substantial
harm
No harm
No harm

Little Ponton Hall
(Grade II)
Stable and coach
house, Little Ponton
(Grade II)
Old Schoolhouse, Little
Ponton (Grade II)
Malthouse, Grantham
(Grade II)
Spittlegate Lodge
(Grade II)
Spittlegate Mill (Grade
II)
Former Lee and
Grinling’s Maltings,
Grantham (Grade II)
Officer’s Mess, Prince
William of Gloucester
Barracks (Grade II)
Stable Block, Cold
Harbour Farm (Grade
II)
Belton House (Grade
I)and Registered Park
and Garden
Harlaxton Manor
(Grade I)and
Registered Park and
Garden
Grantham Conservation
Area
St Anne’s Conservation
Area
25 nondesignated
heritage assets

Above ground
heritage assets
include Little Ponton
Hall park, Grantham
Water Treatment
works, the East
Coast Main Line and
others.
Below ground
heritage assets
include prehistoric,
Romano-British,
Saxon, medieval and
post-medieval sites,
artefacts and find
spots.

Minor adverse
visual effect
Minor adverse
visual effect

No harm

Negligible effect

No harm

Negligible effect

No harm

Negligible effect

No harm

Negligible effect

No harm

Negligible effect

No harm

Negligible effect

No harm

Negligible effect

No harm

Negligible visual
impact.

No harm

Negligible visual
impact.

No harm

Minor beneficial
effects to setting
Negligible effects
to setting.
Negligible effects
with minor
adverse effects
on the former
Aveling Barford
factory, the
Prince William of
Gloucester
Barracks
Negligible or
minor beneficial
effects following
archaeological
investigations
and preservation
by record to be
carried out by
LCC as part of
GSRR mitigation.

No harm

No harm

No harm
Negligible
harm

Negligible
harm

9.5.14 A variety of mitigation measures are proposed including archaeological investigations and
subsequent interpretation and publication / dissemination, through strategic landscape planting to
ensure a continued green appearance to the higher slopes of the site and along its boundaries,
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through increased opportunities to view the town from the application site and through reducing
building heights along the ridge as indicated in the Parameters Plan.
9.5.15 In relation to designated heritage assets, there will be some beneficial effects to the Scheduled
Bowl Barrow, St Wulfram’s Church and Grantham Conservation Area as a result of the
development.
9.5.16 It should be noted that the setting for the Bowl Barrow (located 0.7km to the south of the site
boundary) was considered in the assessment of the GSRR where approval was granted for a
significant piece of new road infrastructure within the setting of the Scheduled Monument.
Historic England are satisfied with the proposed archaeological investigations that will be carried
out to assess the significance of an on-site archaeological feature that may provide information to
assist in further understanding the significance of the Bowl Barrow. Strategic landscaping along
the southern edge of the employment area will soften the visual impact of the edge of
development.
9.5.17 For St Wulfram’s Church (located 2.5km to the north of the site), the proposed strategic
landscape planting will ensure a green background is retained in views towards the spire where
new development on the site will form the backdrop. The amended DAS includes provision for
strategic views towards St Wulfram’s spire from publicly accessible points within the new
development (playing fields and a channelled street view along Bridge End Grove) and from the
A52 Somerby Hill. In line with Historic England’s advice, we have sought and received additional
information about the significance of the church to understand the impact that the intrusion of
modern development into views of its spire will have on its significance. This has contributed to
the identification of the additional channelled street view within the DAS.
9.5.18 For St John the Evangelist’s Church, in a similar way, the proposed strategic landscape planting
will ensure a green background is retained in views towards the tower where new development
on the site will form the backdrop.
9.5.19 In relation to Grantham Conservation Area, the completion of the GSRR, to which the
development will contribute, will remove HGV traffic from the Conservation Area thus helping to
improve its character. The impact on the setting of the Conservation Area will be mitigated
through the proposed strategic landscape planting resulting in minor beneficial effects to the
Conservation Area.
9.5.20 The parameters plans include built-in mitigation to avoid an adverse impact on Belton House,
having regard to the advice in the setting study, in that building heights will be restricted along the
ridge line of the site. There is no objection from the National Trust, in relation to Belton House
and Registered Park and Garden, subject to detailed considerations of scale and appearance at
Reserved Matters stage.
9.5.21 There will be a minor adverse impact on Beacon Cottage and St Gulthac’s Church only as set out
in the table above which it is considered will result in less than substantial harm to those
designated heritage assets. In applying the test of Paragraph 134 of the NPPF in respect of less
than substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, it is considered that
there are substantial public benefits to the proposal (as set out in summary at paragraph 14.3 of
this report) which outweigh the less than substantial harm to this asset.
9.5.22 In relation to undesignated heritage assets, buried archaeological assets will be permanently
damaged or destroyed during the construction phase. A planning condition to require further
evaluation by geophysical investigation, analysis and publication to determine the presence,
extent, character and condition of potential or known buried remains will be secured. Further
investigations in the form of detailed area excavation, strip, map and sample and archaeological
monitoring and recording will be carried out the commencement of development of each key
phase. There will be moderate beneficial effect arising from the archaeological investigation and
interpretation works that will be carried out for below ground remains on site. Historic England are
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satisfied that the impacts on buried archaeological remains are acceptable subject to further
mitigation as described in the ES.
9.5.23 The undesignated buildings at Spittlegate Heath Farm and a dry stone wall will be removed
leading to a minor beneficial impact after archaeological recording and interpretation. Outside the
site, the impact on undesignated heritage assets is negligible although there will be a minor
adverse impact on the setting of the Prince William of Gloucester Barracks. The historic
landscape, primarily its rural character as reflected in the conclusions on landscaping, will be
adversely affected by the proposals. Elements will remain within the design and layout of the
development, for example, field boundaries and woodland which will ensure that historic
characteristics are still discernible.
9.5.24 In applying the test of paragraph 135 of the NPPF, it is considered that there will be negligible
harm to non-designated heritage assets as a result of the proposals.
9.5.25 The proposals will not comply with the detailed criteria of CS policy EN1 in respect of the impact
on Beacon Cottage, St Gulthac’s Church and non-designated heritage assets but they will
comply with the relevant paragraphs of Section 12 of the NPPF, CS policy EN1 and policy SAP11
in respect of other heritage assets as set out in the table above.
9.6

Landscape

9.6.1

Policy EN1: Protection and Enhancement of the Character of the District – requires that
development must be appropriate to the character and significant natural, historic and cultural
attributes and features of the landscape within which it is situated, and contribute to its
conservation, enhancement or restoration. This policy is consistent with the NPPF (Section 11)
which among other things requires that valued landscapes should be protected and enhanced.

9.6.2

The landscape of the area is varied and typically urban fringe dominated by existing housing,
industrial and commercial development, overhead high voltage pylons, farmland, major transport
corridors, the River Witham valley and other uses. The plateau, valley and scarp slopes form
distinctive local landscape characteristics that stretch around Grantham and contribute to the
sense of place of both the site and Grantham. There are no statutory landscape designations that
cover the site. With the Landscape Character Assessment (2007) for the District, the western half
of the site (river valley) falls within the Grantham Scarps and Valleys landscape character area
while the eastern half of the site (plateau) lies within the Kesteven Uplands. Overall the site is of
low / medium landscape value.

9.6.3

The revised ES includes a comprehensive landscape and visual assessment (LVIA) to assess
the impacts of the development on the landscape of the area. This includes a series of photo
viewpoints and photomontages. It concludes that there would be significant impacts on the
landscape character of the Grantham Scarps and Valleys landscape character area and the
landscape character of the site and its immediate context. This is mainly due to the
encroachment of development on the higher slopes around Grantham. In addition, there would
be significant visual impacts from a number of residential properties around the site, that is, at the
edge of the Saltersford Road estate, Cheveley Park, the existing farms, properties on Somerby
Hill, Daily Mail cottage and from the public right of way.

9.6.4

By way of mitigation, the scheme includes an extensive landscape and green infrastructure
provision which has been devised to provide a strong ‘green ‘structure to the development.
Strategic landscape areas will be provided during the early part of Phase 1 to ensure it has time
to mature in order to be effective. It will be important to ensure that the subsequent design,
implementation and management of the green infrastructure is carried out carefully to ensure the
effects of the development are minimised and opportunities for enhancement are maximised. For
example, a landscape buffer is proposed around the existing Saltersford Road estate. The
proposed detailed layout, scale and mass of new buildings will be controlled through a design
code and regulatory masterplan which will ensure that development of individual buildings and
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parcels of land submitted through reserved matters applications complies with the ES and the
DAS.
9.6.5

The parameters plans include built-in mitigation by way of setting out areas on the higher slopes
where lower building heights should be maintained and ‘greenways’ of strategic landscape
planting. Also, they include limits to changes in ground levels to ensure development reflects the
contours of the site which will help to assimilate new development into the landscape.

9.6.6

After mitigation, there will still be a minor / moderate adverse impact on the Grantham Scarps
and Valleys landscape character area, the character of the site and its immediate context and
visual impacts on residential properties and the public right of way which are considered to be a
significant effect. These are significant impacts, however, and will need to be taken into account
in the overall assessment of the proposals.

9.6.7

SKDC’s landscape consultant agreed that the revised ES provides an appropriate assessment of
the likely significant landscape and visual effects. Our consultant considers that the impact on the
Grantham Scarps and Valleys landscape character area will be major / moderate adverse but
agrees with the other significant impacts. It is not unusual for landscape specialists to reach
different conclusions on subjective assessments of landscape assessment. In this case they both
identify a significant adverse impact with the difference being in the overall level of impact of
minor / moderate (revised ES) compared to major / moderate (SKDC consultant). This arises
from their appraisal of the extent to which development on the upper slopes would affect the
wider landscape character area. In determining the application, it is considered that the more
significant impact should be taken into account in reaching an overall planning balance. This is
undertaken at paragraph 14.3 of this report.

9.6.8

Taking the above into account, in this respect the development is not considered to be in
accordance with the NPPF Section 11: Conserving and enhancing the natural environment and
CS policy EN1, as it would have an adverse impact on the Grantham Scarps and Valleys
landscape character area, the local landscape and will have adverse visual impacts on certain
receptors.

9.7

Ecology

9.7.1

CS policy EN1 requires development to contribute towards the conservation, enhancement or
restoration of biodiversity and ecological networks throughout the landscape. The NPPF (Section
11) advises that the planning system should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by: minimising impacts on biodiversity and providing net gains in biodiversity where
possible, contributing to the Government’s commitment to halt the overall decline in biodiversity,
including by establishing coherent ecological networks that are more resilient to current and
future pressures. Under Section 40 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act
(2006), every local authority has a statutory duty, in exercising its functions, to have regard, so far
as it is consistent with the proper exercise of those functions, to have regard to the purpose of
conserving biodiversity.

9.7.2

An extensive range of ecological surveys have been carried out on the site since 2007 (with the
most recent being in 2016) for the following species and habitats: badgers, winter birds, breeding
birds, reptiles, white-clawed crayfish, bats, trees and ponds. There are no statutory sites of
national or international importance within or close to the site. The Woodnook Valley SSSI is
650m away and connected by a public footpath. Four sites within non-statutory designation (Sites
of Nature Conservation Interest SNCIs or Local Wildlife Sites LWSs) are located within or
partially within the site boundary with a further seven located adjacent to the site boundaries.
 Woodnook SSSI – there may be increased localised disturbance to the SSSI through the
increased use of the public footpath, however, green infrastructure within the site will
provide walking routes for residents
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 Local wildlife sites – the proposed riverside walk will extend through the Grantham BR
SNCI, however, access to the wildlife area is limited due to the steep topography of the
area.
 Calcareous grassland – partial loss to allow for creation of access roads across Whalebone
Lane LWS will be mitigated through replacement grassland in green infrastructure
 Hedgerows and trees – the majority of trees (including woodland) and hedgerows will
retained with replacement hedgerow and tree planting to be provided within the ‘greenways’
 Bats – no bats or roosts have been identified in trees, buildings or railway viaduct with
existing trees to be removed of low roost potential. Proposed green infrastructure together
with the provision of at least 40 bat boxes will provide better bat foraging habitat than arable
fields. The design of external lighting along the riverside walk will need to be carefully
designed to avoid impact on bat species.
 Great Crested Newts – no evidence of this species.
 Badgers – partial loss of foraging habitat will be mitigated through new green infrastructure.
Badger friendly underpasses should be incorporated into the design of main access roads
where these cross green infrastructure corridors.
 Brown Hare – there is likely loss of this species through the loss of arable fields, however,
there is continued availability of similar habitat in local area.
 Reptiles – low numbers of grass snake present. Proposed green infrastructure will provide
for more suitable habitat.
 Birds – the site supports a breeding bird and wintering bird assemblage of local nature
conservation value. The large scale loss of arable habitat has potential to displace some
species most dependent on this habitat, however, there will be continued availability of
similar habitat in the local area, the green infrastructure will provide improved habitat for
woodland edge / scrub and urban edge species and at least 40 nest boxes will be provided.
 Water Vole and Otter – no evidence of water vole or otter.
 White Clawed Crayfish –evidence of this species in the River Witham but no impact on
riverbank structure or in-stream is likely as a result of the proposed new pedestrian bridge
9.7.3

The outline proposals seek to avoid, reduce or mitigate where possible any predicted adverse
effects arising from the development both during construction and operation. The majority of onsite features of ecological interest lie along the River Witham corridor which is proposed to be
retained as a riverside park within the overall area of green infrastructure. The proposed
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) will ensure that any construction related
impacts are mitigated through best practice site management protocols. With all protected
species, the relevant license will be required from Natural England before works affecting these
species or their habitats is undertaken.

9.7.4

A key feature of the approach to ecological mitigation is the early provision of grassland,
woodland, scrub and marginal planting early within the construction stage of Phase 1 to ensure
continued provision of wildlife habitats. This is set out in the Phasing programme and Landscape
and Environmental Management Plan (LEMP) and Masterplan that accompany the application.
New and retained habitats encompassed within the green infrastructure are proposed to be more
diverse and species rich than the arable habitats that currently dominate the majority of the site.

9.7.5

There is no objection from Natural England with regard to the Woodnook SSSI. The Council’s
independent consultant finds the assessments to be robust and the mitigation measures to be
satisfactory.

9.7.6

Taking the above into account the proposal is in this respect in accordance with the NPPF (Core
Planning Principles and Section 11: Conserving and enhancing the natural environment) and CS
policy EN1.

9.8

Water environment

9.8.1

The NPPF (Section 10) and CS policy EN2 seek to direct residential development to areas with
the least probability of flooding and implementation of Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS)
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drainage where possible to minimise surface water runoff. The site is in EA flood zone 1 and
therefore not in a high flood risk zone.
9.8.2

The River Witham is the only watercourse running through the site. The entire site lies within
Flood Zone 1 which means the site is at low risk of flooding. Downstream of the site in Grantham,
there are very small areas of Flood Zone 3 along the river; however, a significant corridor of
Flood Zone 2 runs through the town and further downstream the Witham Floodplain extends
widely across farmland. The main groundwater aquifer lies within the major limestone layer
beneath much of the site. It is at considerable depth and is relatively stable therefore the risk of
groundwater flooding within the site is negligible. There is a possibility of groundwater issue off
site. There are no known significant areas of surface water flooding within the site.

9.8.3

The water quality of the River Witham is consistently good in terms of general water quality. Part
of the site in close proximity to the River Witham lies over an Inner Zone 1 Source Protection
Zone (SPZ) around abstraction points alongside the River Witham: these are operated by Anglian
Water to provide raw water for the water treatment works if its main source, from Rutland Water,
is unavailable. It is understood to draw water chiefly from the river rather than the limestone layer.
The Saltersford Water Treatment Works provides the water supply for Grantham and the
surrounding region, supplied mainly from Rutland Water.

9.8.4

There is very limited drainage on the site at present due to its arable use so a new system will be
designed and constructed to serve the new development.

9.8.5

The revised ES assesses the likely significant environmental effects of the proposed
development in respect of flood-risk, foul and surface water sewerage, water quality and water
supply. The impacts of development during the construction stage would have a minor
environmental impact and could be mitigated through the CEMP to prevent pollution together with
careful planning of the drainage system construction sequence to prevent an increase in surface
water run-off. The ES is accompanied by a Flood Risk Assessment, Drainage Strategy and
Water Framework Directive Assessment.

9.8.6

In order to limit fluvial flood risk to the adjacent built up area, the new site drainage will primarily
use infiltration drainage to dispose of run-off within site limits. Only where this is not practicable
will drainage require to direct discharge to the River Witham. Flow rates will be controlled to
greenfield-equivalent run-off rates as agreed with the EA and Upper Witham IDB. The proposed
drainage system uses both infiltration and attenuation principles. Infiltration techniques will be
practical over much of the site except in the lower reaches of the valley where ground conditions
are likely to be less permeable. The SPZ renders infiltration impractical thus attenuation
measures will also be used in this area. The maximum permitted discharge rates from the site will
be controlled through planning conditions and technical approvals for the infrastructure design
from the adopting and regulating bodies.

9.8.7

No mitigation is required to groundwater since the water table lies at considerable depth below
the surface and the foundations of buildings will not extend this far.

9.8.8

In order to mitigate for pluvial flood risk, the masterplan concept seeks to direct the movement of
excess surface water towards the nearest drainage feature or, in the event of severe storms
beyond the drainage design standards, towards controlled flow-paths through the development to
points where water can be safely allowed to discharge to the river. The phasing of development
will be particularly important to ensure that the sequence of construction on the slopes
progresses downhill where practicable.

9.8.9

The trunk foul sewerage is considered to have sufficient capacity to accommodate flows from the
development, subject to connections being made at locations identified by Anglian Water. New
pumping stations and off-site transfer pipelines will be required. A new on-site sewer system will
be provided to collect foul water flows and convey them to the appropriate points for transfer offsite. The Marston Waste Water treatment works is considered to have sufficient capacity for the
development though cumulative developments around Grantham may eventually require
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upgrading or extension. Anglian Water has works planned to address known problems at an
intermediate pumping facility at Manthorpe which will also enable this facility to cope with the
future development’s needs. Delivery will be controlled by planning condition and adherence to
design standards for the relevant adopting bodies.
9.8.10 As mentioned above, surface drainage arrangements will use both infiltration and attenuation to
manage run-off generated by the development. The majority of the site is free draining and
infiltration measures will be used as much as possible. A separate storm sewer system and
associated SUDS features will be created to collect and manage the development run-off. The
scale of the development, topography and ground conditions encourage a dispersed approach to
surface drainage. This avoids the need for large communal features that could only be
accommodated by major excavations which are not practicable. It anticipated that SUDS ponds
will be designed to be relatively dry for most of the year.
9.8.11 The proposed SUDS features will provide filtration and / or biological treatment of surface water
run-off from all the paved areas to ensure that the majority of pollution from surface water run-off
is removed before it reaches the River Witham or groundwater. The risk of polluted run-off in the
event of a fire from the fire service’s activities poses a risk to the river as large quantities of
polluted water can be generated very quickly especially in relation to commercial premises. The
drainage strategy includes provision to close the outfalls from the terminal SUDS features quickly
or to stop up flows into communal infiltration features in the event of a fire as part of surface
water run-off firefighting strategy.
9.8.12 In 2015, the Environment Agency consulted on the Grantham Urban Rivers and Wetlands Plan.
The plan identifies a series of works in and alongside the whole extent of the River Witham as it
runs through Grantham. The applicant has confirmed through the submitted Water Framework
Assessment that the proposed development will not impede these proposals to improve the river
characteristics and work towards overall Water Framework Directive objectives (to improve water
quality from moderate to good standard). These include 1) diversion of the river past the weir
and/or the weir’s removal, 2) creating an off-line backwater pool in low-lying marshy ground north
of Paper Mill Farm to provide a habitat resource for fish fry and other river fauna as well as
providing an off-line refuge for fish during a flood, and 3) localised improvements to the river
(creating riffles or pools and refuges) to improve river habitat quality for white-clawed crayfish and
brown trout. These improvements are not required to mitigate the impacts of new development.
They will be provided as part of the landscaping works as an additional benefit of the proposals.
9.8.13 Anglian Water have confirmed that the future water provision and improvements to the sewerage
system within Grantham, as planned, are considered capable of dealing with the extra demand
from the development. The amended ES, Water Framework Directive assessment and drainage
proposals have overcome the objection from the EA. There are no objections from the Upper
Witham IDB.
9.8.14 The potential impact on the water environment from the development is an important issue in the
consideration of this application, however, the applicant has carried out a substantial amount of
pre-determination investigations which have identified the key impacts and how they could be
treated. Planning conditions and other regulatory consents / licenses will ensure that the detailed
provisions for drainage will reduce the risk of flooding and water pollution and ensure that the
supply of water and sewerage capacity are provided. In this respect the proposal is in
accordance with the NPPF (Core Planning Principles and Section 10: Meeting the challenge of
climate change, flooding and coastal change) and CS policy EN2.
9.9

Air Quality

9.9.1

The NPPF (Section 11) supports compliance with national limits for pollutants and states that
planning decisions should ensure that any new development in Air Quality Management Areas is
consistent with the local air quality action plan. The impact of the development on air quality is
therefore a relevant material planning consideration.
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9.9.2

The Council’s current Air Quality Management Area (designated 2013) covers the main roads
leading in the town centre including Bridge End Road on the edge of the town centre. The
Council has adopted an Air Quality Management Plan (2016) which sets out a range of measures
to improve air quality in the AQMA. One of the identified measures is the implementation of the
approved GSRR.

9.9.3

The revised ES includes the results of an air quality modelling exercise to identify the existing air
quality environment in the surrounding area and to quantify the impact of the proposed
development upon concentrations of key transport related pollutants and particulate matter and, if
required, to advise on mitigation measures. It concludes that the magnitude of change to
pollutant and particulate matter would be considered imperceptible at the majority of receptor
locations. There would be overall positive impact on Grantham town centre air quality as a result
of the GSRR due to the reduction in pollutant levels with the AQMA. During the construction of
the development, mitigation will be required at the earthworks, construction and track-out phases
which will comprise a CEMP to limit dust impact on existing adjacent properties.

9.9.4

The methodology and assessment of air quality impacts is considered to be robust by SKDC
independent air quality consultants. In this respect the proposal is in accordance with NPPF Core
Principles and Section 11.

9.10

Noise

9.10.1 CS policy EN1 requires new development to be assessed in relation to noise pollution. The NPPF
(Section 11) advises that LPA’s should avoid impacts from noise giving rise to significant adverse
impacts on health and quality of life as a result of new development and that other impacts
should be mitigated through the use of conditions.
9.10.2 The revised ES has established the noise environment at the development site and considered
the potential noise impacts associated with the proposed development on the surrounding area.
The existing noise sources include road traffic, the proposed GSRR, the East Coast Main Line
and existing industrial and commercial premises. The ES is informed by extensive noise
monitoring and modelling work.
9.10.3 It concludes that traffic noise is the dominant noise source across the study area with the highest
levels being recorded at dwellings located along the A52 Somerby Hill. As a result of the GSRR
and its effect of diverting traffic away from existing roads, it has been demonstrated that when the
development is fully built out, noise levels will remain similar to existing traffic noise levels with no
significant change being experienced by existing properties. Noise modelling and monitoring has
been carried out for the ES in a robust manner, however; in the absence of a detailed layout, in
order to inform the mitigation strategy, it will be necessary to undertake further noise monitoring
both pre and post construction of the GSRR in order to accurately identify changes in noise
levels, from those predicted as part of the modelling work to inform the ES, when the GSRR has
been constructed and to identify specific mitigation measures necessary once the detailed layout
of development parcels is known. This will be achieved through planning condition. An
assessment of the existing industrial and commercial noise showed that sporadic noise events at
the Invictas Works on Houghton Road, to the west of the site, have the potential to present some
adverse impact during daytime hours. Overall these are unlikely to present a significant impact to
the development proposals and can be appropriately mitigated in sensitive areas of the site.
Mitigation against noise from the Invictas Works includes the orientation of the dwellings so
bedrooms and other noise sensitive rooms do not look onto the industrial site, a suitable glazing
and ventilation strategy and use of acoustic barriers. Noise from the East Coast Main Line is
considered to have a minimal impact but consideration of mitigation is recommended at reserved
matters stage. The noise assessment has considered multiple sources of noise and concluded
that the site is appropriate for residential development.
9.10.4 Noise generated by the employment and local centre uses will require to be considered at the
reserved matters stage in order to inform the detailed design of these proposals and a mitigation
strategy, if required.
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9.10.5 The methodology and assessment of noise impacts is considered to be robust by SKDC
independent noise consultants. In this respect the proposal is in accordance with CS policy EN1,
NPPF Core Principles and Section 11.
9.11

Socio-economic impacts

9.11.1 Paragraph 7of the NPPF sets out three dimensions of sustainable development: economy,
society and environment which are included within the objectives of the Core Strategy. Paragraph
14 of the NPPF sets out a presumption in favour of sustainable development.
9.11.2 The revised ES addresses these matters:
 Population – the development will result in an increase in population of 8,880 residents
comprising an increase of 21.1% in the population of Grantham. The impacts of this
increase in population in terms of community infrastructure are considered throughout this
report.
 Housing – housing supply will increase by 3,700 new dwellings contributing a major
beneficial effect in terms of the Council’s objective for housing growth. The development will
provide a broad range of house types to include terraces, semi-detached and detached
properties to cater for a wide demographic thus enhancing the supply of housing in
Grantham. The matter of affordable housing is dealt with elsewhere in this report.
 Education – the development will provide serviced sites for an all-through school and
separate primary school with associated playing fields which will be provided in Phase 1.
This requirement is compliant with CIL Regulation 122 in order to mitigate the impact of the
proposed development.
 Health – the development will provide a serviced site for a GP health facility and financial
contribution in order to mitigate the impact on the development on existing health centres,
notably the Harrowby Lane and St Peter’s Hill surgeries. This requirement is compliant with
CIL Regulation 122in order to mitigate the impact of the proposed development.
 Libraries and Museums – LCC has a statutory duty to provide a library service. There is
an existing library and museum in Grantham, however, no definite project to enhance the
facilities in the manner suggested in the consultation response exists to warrant the
contribution suggested. As a result, the requirement cannot be justified against the tests for
S106 contributions under CIL Regulation 122.
 Public Open Space – the development will provide for informal / natural Greenspace
(28.01ha) in the residential part of the site, which is in excess of the policy requirement of
17.6ha, and other open space (7.04ha) in accordance with the Council’s Open Space
standards. This will include the Riverside Park (10.39ha). In addition the proposals will
include the upgrade of the existing play area at Bridge End Grove, the provision of 5 new
equipped play areas (1.12ha) and allotments (2ha). The open space provision will be
integrated within the green infrastructure in accordance with government guidance to
provide multi-use areas.
The proposals will include provision for a footway / cycleway along the A52 Somerby Hill,
an extension to the Grantham riverside walkway and an extensive network of footpaths
within the site linking into both existing public rights of ways and the new footpaths created
alongside the GSRR.
A planning condition will be attached to control the triggers for the provision of public open
space, strategic landscaping areas, cycleways, footpaths and other such on-site elements
of green infrastructure based on the provisions of the submitted Phasing Plan.
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Phasing Plan, it is considered that the Riverside Park
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and associated footpaths / cycleways shall be provided in its entirety within Phase 1 of the
development. The arrangements for the management and maintenance of the open areas
will be agreed by either s106 agreement or planning condition.
 Sports Facilities - the proposals will provide outdoor sports provision (8.8ha) through two
areas of playing fields. One area will be provided as part of the all-through school and is
located adjacent to the school buildings. The second area will be located adjacent to
Kesteven Rugby Club on High Dyke. Both are shown on the Parameters Plan. There will be
a shortfall of outdoor sports provision of 1.19ha. It is considered that a financial contribution
towards improving the quality of existing outdoor sports provision or providing changing
facilities on-site would be compliant with the CIL Regulations in order to mitigate the impact
of the proposed development.
In addition, the standards require additional provision of sports halls, swimming pools,
synthetic turf pitches and a community hall. Taking into account the existing level of
provision of these types of facilities in Grantham (Mere’s Leisure Centre, Kesteven Rugby
club and Grantham Cricket club) there is a relatively good level of provision of indoor sports
facilities in the local area. The schools will be subject to a dual-use agreement required by
the s106 agreement to ensure that they are designed for community use.
Sport England are a non-statutory consultee on this application. Whilst their concerns
regarding the lack of an up-to-date needs assessment are acknowledged, it is considered
that the information available through the revised ES and the Council’s Open Space Study
(2009) are sufficient to assess the application.
 Community Centre – the development will provide a serviced site and contribution to the
construction of a new community centre to serve the population at Spitalgate Heath. This
requirement is compliant with CIL Regulation 122in order to mitigate the impact of the
proposed development.
 Economic Impact – it is anticipated that the development might provide a net figure of
3,059 new permanent jobs, including indirect jobs in the local area. There will be benefits to
the town as a whole in that if the increased population undertakes the majority of its
expenditure in the town it could bring a real net figure of £55,622,840 into the local
economy, as estimated by the applicant in the ES, once the scheme is fully built out. This is
a major beneficial effect of the development.
The socio-economic effects of the development will bring considerable benefits to
Grantham through the provision of a significant amount of new housing, employment
opportunities and community infrastructure in accordance with CS policy H2B andSP4 and
the Planning Obligations SPD, helping to ensure that a sustainable development is created.


9.12

Public Transport – the proposals will contribute towards providing bus services to the
development site in compliance with CIL Regulation 122. As there is no definitive project to
provide improvements to public transport facilities at Grantham Station, this request is not
considered to be compliant with CIL Regulation 122.

Impact on residential amenity

9.12.1 The DAS includes a section to address the impact on existing residential properties on Bridge
End Grove, Saltersford Road and Cheveley Park. Although this is an outline application with all
matters reserved for future approval, the DAS provides an indication of how the area around
existing houses will be designed.
9.12.2 The Parameters Plans show that the building heights will be restricted to 6m around the existing
bungalows at Saltersford Road and to 9m along other properties on Bridge End Grove and
Saltersford Road. Taking into account the landscaped bund and buffer strip of 25m that will
surround the estate, there will be a substantial separation distance to the new houses of
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approximately 40m to minimise the impact on visual and residential amenity. It is not intended
that there will be any vehicular access from the site into the Saltersford Road estate, however, a
pedestrian route will be provided.
9.12.3 The proposed new employment buildings will be at a lower ground level to the existing properties
at Cheveley Park which together with landscaping, a restriction on building height to 11m shown
on the Parameters Plans and the width of Spittlegate Level, will provide a substantial separation
distance between the existing properties and new buildings and limit the impact on residential
amenity.
9.12.4 The precise requirements for mitigation in relation to new lighting and noise from the proposed
employment uses will be assessed at reserved matters stage once details of the buildings and
uses are known. The impacts of construction will be controlled by planning condition requiring a
CEMP to be submitted.
9.12.5 The NPPF (Section 7 – Requiring good design and Core Principles para 17) and CS policy EN1
seek to ensure a good standard of amenity for existing and future occupiers of developments.
9.13

Design, Fire Safety and Crime Prevention

9.13.1 Good design is fundamental to the aims and objectives of the planning system at both national
and local policy levels. NPPF Section 7: Requiring good design (paras 56- 58, 60-61, 63-66) –
requires new development to be of high quality design which is appropriate for the character of
the area and the way it functions and makes use of all available opportunities to enhance it.
Whilst local distinctiveness is encouraged, planning decisions should not attempt to impose
architectural styles or particular tastes and they should not stifle innovation, originality or initiative.
Development which promotes high levels of sustainability should not be refused due to concerns
about incompatibility with the existing surroundings if it can be mitigated by good design. It is
emphasised that good design goes beyond the visual appearance of individual buildings and
includes among other things, connections between people and places, and integration with the
historic, built and natural environment. NPPF section 8 requires major developments to provide
high quality open space. CS policy EN1 is also concerned with ensuring new developments are
of appropriate design to ensure a sense of place is achieved.
9.13.2 The development is proposed in outline form only, however, the Illustrative Masterplan and the
DAS show the intentions of the applicant to provide a high quality development. It includes a
commitment to undertake further Design Codes (which will be secured by condition) to ensure
first, that the streets, green infrastructure and SUDS across the whole site and secondly, that the
areas of built development within each phase are design coded to provide a high quality
outcome.
9.13.3 The views of the Fire Service and the Police Crime Prevention officer will be incorporated into the
next stages of design. A planning condition is attached to ensure that sufficient fire hydrants are
provided within the development and that a fire fighting water run-off strategy is provided for the
employment land development in order to meet the requirements of the Fire Service.
9.13.4 A financial contribution towards CCTV cameras cannot be justified at this time as the precise type
of commercial uses in the local centre and level of crime is not known.
10.0

Section 106 Contributions

10.1

The adopted Planning Obligations SPD sets out the Council’s approach to the provision of
necessary mitigation and infrastructure required to be provided by a new development in
accordance with the Community Infrastructure Regulations 2010 and the relevant tests for
planning obligations.
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10.2

In assessing the contributions required by the SPD, as described elsewhere within the report, the
Council has assessed whether the requested contributions meet the tests of CIL Regulation 122.

10.3

The applicant has undertaken a viability review of the proposals in accordance with a viability
appraisal model agreed with the Local Planning Authority. It includes the provision for the costs of
an easement over Network Rail land. This demonstrated that significant financial contributions
and provision of on-site mitigation would be achievable; however, not all mitigation measures
could be provided whilst ensuring the development remains viable based on the development
costs and likely land values used within the appraisal.

10.4

The Council has carried out a prioritisation exercise to establish which mitigation contributions
are most important to achieving the overall aims of the development plan. The exercise placed
the most importance on achieving the construction of the GSRR Phase 3; therefore, there are
some s106 topic areas where maximum / full contributions will not be provided in full initially.
These include:
 Affordable Housing: CS Policy H3 requires developments of 11 or more dwellings to
provide a target of 35% affordable housing. If it can be demonstrated that viability would be
affected a reduced percentage may be acceptable. It is recommended that an appropriate
flexible approach is taken to the exact percentage of affordable homes to be provided via
the s106 agreement given the need to prioritise contributions to the GSRR. It is anticipated
that the s106 will allow for affordable housing to be delivered in a flexible manner either on
site, by cash contribution or, at SKDC’s preference, land within the site. The level of
affordable housing provision is likely to be less than the target set by CS policy H3 and a
significant proportion is contingent on overage.
 Education: The Planning Obligations SPD requires a financial contribution to be made in
additional to the provision of a serviced site for school facilities. LCC have confirmed that a
serviced site is acceptable in itself with no financial contribution since they will fund the
school through other means.

10.5

The conclusion of the prioritisation exercise for mitigation and infrastructure provision is set out in
the table below:
S106 Topic
GSRR
Affordable Housing
Education
Open Space

Community Centre

What is required?
Financial contribution
Financial contribution. Delivery may be on site, by cash
contribution or, at SKDC’s preference, land within the site.
Provision of serviced and suitable sites for i) primary school
and ii) all-through school together
On-site provision of 35 ha as required to an agreed
specification. To include agreed on-site outdoor sports
provision.
Management, maintenance and public access to be
provided to an agreed high level specification including a
financial contribution if to be adopted by SKDC.
On-site provision of community centre to an agreed high
level specification.
Management, maintenance and public access to be
provided to an agreed high level specification.

Indoor Sports Facilities

Option for Owner to provide free serviced land to SKDC with
financial contribution to construct if agreed with SKDC.
Financial contribution to make up on-site provision shortfall.
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Travel Plan

Health Facilities
Waste
Fire Hydrants
Employment and Training
SUDS
Local Centre
Viability Review
Monitoring S106
payments

Financial contribution towards capital and revenue cost of
bus provision.
Further package of travel plan measures as required by
LCC to include a travel plan bond in case modal shift targets
not met.
On-site provision of serviced land for GP surgery and
financial contribution.
Financial contribution to provision of fire hydrants
Initiatives to be provided.
Management and maintenance arrangements to be
provided to an agreed specification
Delivery strategy for bringing local centre forward.
VR process to be followed with information supplied and
agreed / determined.
Financial contribution.

10.6

The s106 agreement will include provision for a future viability review at intervals during the
lifespan of the development to assess whether the viability of the development has changed over
time having regard to changes in costs, house prices and other factors. The review will determine
whether additional contributions, known as overage, may be forthcoming should the viability of
the scheme improve over time. Payments will be collected and monitored by the Council, being
released in accordance with a Memorandum of Understanding between the Council, LCC and
NHS England.

10.7

It is considered that these requirements will provide mitigation for the impacts of the development
and to be policy compliant. Also, they would be compliant with the statutory tests of CIL
Regulation 122. In this respect, the proposal would accord with South Kesteven Core Strategy
Policies SP1, H1, SP3 and H3, the South Kesteven Planning Obligations SPD and the NPPF
(paras 203 – 206).

10.8

Further financial appraisal work is currently being undertaken to establish the exact figures for the
financial contributions for each topic area. Full details of these figures will be provided at a future
meeting of the Committee to enable consideration of these matters in more detail.

11.0

Other matters
 Loss of Agricultural Land - NPPF paragraph 112 advises local planning authorities to
take into account the economic and other benefits of the best and most versatile agricultural
land. This type of agricultural land is defined as Grade 1, 2 and 3a under the Agricultural
Land Classification system. Within the application site, the majority of agricultural land is
classed as Grade 3 with a relatively small area of Grade 2 land. Detailed on-site
investigation of this land suggestion that the Grade 2 soils are more appropriately classifies
as Grade 3b which is acceptable to Natural England.
 Other matters raised by local residents – the matters raised by local residents have been
assessed in detail in the main body of the report although it is recognised that a different
conclusion may have been reached on some of the likely impacts of development. Many of
their concerns will be mitigated through planning conditions or through the detailed design
of each phase of development. Existing issues regarding flooding and drainage are not
considered to be reasons for refusal as the applicant can only be expected to address
matters that arise from the development, not pre-existing problems.
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12.0

Crime and Disorder

12.1

The proposed development raises no significant crime and disorder implications.

13.0

Human Rights Implications

13.1

Article 6 (Right to fair decision making) and Article 8 (Right to private family life and home) of the
Human Rights Act have been taken into account in making this recommendation.

14.0

Conclusion

14.1

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that planning
applications should be determined in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.

14.2

As would be expected with a major scheme, there are a number of individual planning policies
that apply to the proposed development. It is considered that when considering the development
plan as a whole, subject to the satisfactory resolution of planning conditions and the s106
agreement the proposals would be in compliance with the Development Plan. In forming this
view, it is recognised that there is conflict with the detailed criteria of CS policy EN1 in respect of
landscape and heritage criteria.

14.3

In these circumstances, and subject to the satisfactory resolution of planning conditions and the
s106 agreement, paragraph 14 of the NPPF advises that proposals that accord with the
development plan should be approved without delay unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. These have been fully assessed within this report and officers conclude that, subject
to the satisfactory resolution of planning conditions and the s106 agreement, there would be no
other material considerations which indicate that planning permission should not be granted.

14.4

There would be many environmental, social and economic benefits of the proposal, including:














14.5

Sustainable location on edge of Grantham
Area is identified for growth in Core Strategy
Substantial investment in GSRR
A significant boost to deliverable local housing to meet local need
New employment opportunities
Annual extra spend in the local economy of £55 million
Outdoor sports provision
New all-through and primary schools
On-site health facilities and community centre
Local centre including variety of commercial uses
High quality open space including riverside park and walkway
Significant biodiversity retention and enhancement
High quality of design which respects the context

The revised ES and accompanying studies have demonstrated that the majority of environmental
and traffic impacts of the development can be adequately mitigated. The proposed mitigation
measures will be controlled through planning conditions or the s106 agreement. The proposals
under consideration have addressed all the issues identified in the Southern Quadrant
Masterplan SPD, however, it is recognised that a development of this scale will have some
impacts that cannot be fully mitigated. There is only one environmental effect that will still result in
a significant adverse impact after mitigation - the impact on the Grantham Scarps and Valleys
landscape character area, the local landscape and visual impacts on certain key receptors
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identified earlier in the report. In this respect, the proposals do not fully comply with the
landscape criteria of CS policy EN1.

14.6

Taking all of the above into account and subject to the satisfactory resolution of planning
conditions and the s106 agreement, the development is considered to be a sustainable form of
development which is appropriate for its context and is in accordance with Policies EN1 (except
landscape and heritage criteria), EN2, SP1, H1, H2B, H3, SP3 and SP4 of the South Kesteven
Core Strategy and the NPPF (Sections 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11 and 12).

14.7

In view of the scale and complexity of the application, the suggested planning conditions have
been set out in draft form with an indication of the subject matter and what the condition seeks to
control. It is recommended that Members consider the principle of development; the transport
and environmental matters; and the topics to be included within the s106 agreement as set out in
this report. Both the s106 agreement and planning conditions will be developed further upon
which full details of the amount for each financial contribution (taking account of the cost of the
easement over Network Rail land) and the wording of each planning condition will be brought
back for determination by the Committee.

15.0

RECOMMENDATION: that the application be approved in principle, subject to the details of the
planning conditions and the Section 106 agreement being reported back to and approved by this
committee and subject to prior completion of the Section 106 Agreement.
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DRAFT CONDITIONS FOR CONSIDERATION BY DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
The structure of the conditions reflects the phasing proposals put forward by the Applicant. These
comprise three phases (including elements of residential, employment, green infrastructure and other
uses). Within each Phase, parcels of land for development or infrastructure will be known as Reserved
Matters areas.
The conditions are proposed in DRAFT only in order that they may be cross-referenced and developed
in conjunction with the s106 agreement. To assist Members, an indication is provided of why the
condition is required. The wording and number of conditions may change, however, a final list of
conditions will be brought back to the Development Management Committee alongside the s106 for
approval.
TIME LIMITS
Details of reserved matters to be submitted to and approved by LPA before any
development in that part of the site is commenced
i.
Layout
ii.
Scale
iii.
Appearance
iv.
Access
v.
Landscaping
Details of Reserved Matters for the first reserved matters area to be submitted
no later than 3 years of from the date of this permission and all subsequent
reserved matters applications shall be submitted no later than xx years from the
date of this permission and such development to which those reserved matters
relate shall be begun no later than the expiration of 2 years from the final
approval of those reserved matters.
APPROVED PLANS
The development, including applications for reserved matters, shall be carried
out in accordance with the following approved plans and documents:

Required by
Mandatory

Mandatory

EIA Regs

Parameters Plan 1 of 2 (3295-L-21 RevG)
Parameters Plan 2 of 2 (3295-L-22 RevE)
Design and Access Statement (March 2017)
Save only for minor variations where such variations do not deviate from this
permission nor have any additional or materially different likely significant
environmental effects to those assess in the Environmental Statement
accompanying this application.
The maximum amount of development shall be in accordance with limits set in
the approved Development Specification (received 18 February 2016).
SITE WIDE MATTERS TO BE SUBMITTED PRIOR TO SUBMISSION OF
RESERVED MATTERS
Site wide strategies for:
No development shall commence and no reserved matters details shall be
submitted for approval pursuant to Condition xx until the following site wide
strategies have been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority. These strategies shall be in accordance with the relevant information
submitted with the outline planning application. These strategies will establish
broad site wide principles, objectives, parameter and targets:
a. Streets, Green Infrastructure and SUDs Design Code and Regulating
Plan (Masterplan)
b. Landscape and Environmental Management Plan (details of mitigation /
enhancement measures – calcareous grassland, hedgerows, bat boxes,
lighting and surfacing footpaths, badger mitigation, bird nest boxes, bird
nest habitats, water vole re-survey, white-clawed crayfish habitat
enhancement – and management) and Environmental Masterplan
c. Water Management Strategy (Surface and foul water drainage) (HP33
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LPA

DAS
ES Mitigation

LCC Highways and Anglian

LCC)

d. Ground level changes and soil management
e. Sequencing programme for implementation of strategic landscaping
proposals; public open space; footways / cycleways; road infrastructure;
foul and surface water drainage; and services.
f. Management and Maintenance arrangements for Green Infrastructure
and Ecological mitigation measures
g. Adoption Strategy for transport network and recreational path network

PHASE WIDE MATTERS TO BE SUBMITTED PRIOR TO SUBMISSION OF
RESERVED MATTERS
Prior to the submission of the first Reserved Matter within a phase, the following
shall be submitted to and approved by the local planning authority in relation to
the phase, where required:

Water
SKDC and NE
ES Mitigation
SKDC
SKDC

To ensure appropriate
infrastructure is provided

a) Design Code and Regulating Plan (masterplan) for each Key Phase and
Local Centre including statement of conformity with ES, Parameters
Plans and D&A Statement. Mechanism for review.
b) Indicative sequencing plan to set out how reserved matters applications
within each phase may be brought forward
c) Indicative number of dwellings proposed for each reserved matters
application
d) Archaeological Written Scheme of Investigation and building recording
e) Proposals for roads, bridges, accesses, footpaths and cycleways
f) Proposals for strategic landscaping and earth bunds in relation to areas
of Green Infrastructure
g) Details and delivery programme for:
i.
Highway Infrastructure including roads, bridges, accesses,
footpaths and cycleways (to replace para 3.3 in Phasing Plan)
ii.
Primary services and drainage infrastructure include SUDS and
water management infrastructure
iii.
Green infrastructure
iv.
Ecological mitigation
v.
Local equipped areas for play
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved plans.
Where any occupation triggers are approved in relation to the delivery of any
facilities or green infrastructure on the phase then in relation to each such
trigger there are to be no occupations above it until the relevant facility or item of
green infrastructure has been provided.
Reserved Matters advanced outside of phase sequence in exceptional
circumstances: such as highway infrastructure, advance works, employment
uses, community uses and green infrastructure.

SUBMISSION WITH RESERVED MATTERS APPLICATIONS
Reserved matters applications relating to built development for approval of
details required under Condition 1 shall be accompanied by the following
additional details:
 Existing and proposed site levels and finished floor levels
 Statement of conformity with the Environmental Statement
 Statement of the conformity with the approved site-wide Streets, Green
Infrastructure and SUDs Design Code and Regulating Plan; LEMP and
Water Management Strategy
 Statement of conformity with the Key Phase Delivery Programme and
Key Phase Design Code and Regulating Plan
 Detailed foul and surface water drainage scheme
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SKDC

ES Mitigation



Detailed noise impact assessment and mitigation measures for
residential development to ensure that noise levels for residential
properties do not exceed those recommended in BS8233 (2014) for
transportation noise
 Construction Environmental Management Plan
 Construction Traffic Management Plan
 Gross internal area of all buildings on the reserved matters area
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
OTHER PRE-COMMENCEMENT CONDITIONS BY PHASE
No development on Phase 1 until a marketing strategy for local centre and
employment land has been provided
No development on Residential Phase 1 until access A provided
No development on Residential Phase 2 until either accesses B and C provided
No development on Business Park Phase A until access D provided
No development on Business Park Phase B until access E provided
No development of Phase 2 or 3 until interim Transport Assessments and
updated Travel Plans have been provided
No development within a phase until full engineering, drainage, street lighting
and constructional details of streets for adoption submitted
No development shall take place on the serviced school site until an agreement
has been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority
that sets out how the school and its facilities will be made available for
community use during the day, evening, weekends and school holidays. The
agreement shall detail the total floorspace and facilities to be made available for
community use. The development shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved agreement.
DURING CONSTRUCTION
No infiltration drainage permitted in SPZ1 as per the drainage strategy
Requirement for contamination investigation in circumstances where no
contamination has previously been identified
PRIOR TO OCCUPATION
No more than 150 dwellings occupied until SQLR and KiNG 31 Link provided
No more than 150 dwellings occupied until serviced site and playing fields for
all-through school provided
No more than 991 dwellings occupied until the spine road shown on the
Parameters Plan is provided (subject to review of capacity of Access A)
No more than 77,000 sqm of Business Park north development occupied until
SQLR and KiNG 31 Link provided
No more than 33,000 sqm of Business Park south development occupied until
SQLR and KiNG 31 Link provided
No more than 2,999 dwellings occupied until Access A is upgraded (subject to
review of capacity of Access A)
No more than 2,434 dwellings shall be occupied until pedestrian crossing on
A52 Somerby Hill and Harrowby Road provided (subject to review of traffic
generation)
HP23 No dwelling or building occupied until roads and/or footways provided
No more than 1200 dwellings, all-through school and local centre occupied until
highway improvements to A1/A52 Barrowby Road junction have been
implemented
No buildings on the Business Park occupied until a fire fighting water run-off
strategy provided and approved in writing by local planning authority
Not more than 100 dwellings occupied until the strategic landscaping areas
have been laid out and planted in accordance with a landscaping scheme
Standard condition for samples of materials to be submitted to and approved in
writing by the local planning authority
No occupation until noise mitigation measures are provided
Provision of fire hydrants within the site.
Scheme for interpretation of archaeological findings
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SKDC
LCC Highways
LCC Highways
LCC Highways
LCC Highways
LCC Highways
LCC Highways
ES Mitigation

Env Agency
Env Agency

LCC Highways

LCC Education
Highways Agency
LCC Highways
LCC Highways
LCC Highways
LCC Highways
LCC Highways
Highways Agency
Lincs Fire and Rescue
ES mitigation
SKDC
ES Mitigation
Lincs Fire and Rescue
ES Mitigation

Specification for unadopted roads to be submitted to and agreed in writing by
the local planning authority. The development shall be carried out in accordance
with the approved details.
Implementation of landscaping proposals in accordance with the approved
details.
No more than 100 dwellings until landscaping and bund to Saltersford Road
area has been provided.
No more than 100 dwellings until cycle path and landscaping to A52 provided
No more than 600 dwelling occupied until riverside footpath / cycle path
provided from Dysart Park to ECML crossing point
No more than 600 dwellings until hard and soft landscaping proposals for the
Riverside Park have been submitted and approved in writing by the local
planning authority.
No more than 700 dwellings until principle equipped play area 1 provided
No more than 1,500 dwellings occupied until serviced site and playing fields for
primary school provided
No more than 1000 dwellings occupied until allotments are provided
No more than xx dwellings until serviced site for heath centre provided
No more than 38,500 sqm employment land occupied until PROW diverted or
before any development commenced on route of PROW
No more than 1,700 dwellings to be occupied until principle equipped play area
2 provided
ONGOING CONDITIONS
Within 6 months of development being occupied, a Travel Plan shall be
submitted (business and residential) to and approved in writing by the local
planning authority.
Restriction of ground water run-off rate to Greenfield rate required by EA and
IDB.

Noise levels for residential properties shall not exceed those recommended in
BS8233 (2014) for transportation noise. Reserved matters applications will be
expected to assess noise levels from SQLR and take them into account in the
layout and mitigation for residential properties.
Limit to size of single B1 office use to 1000 square metres net floor area
Removal of PD rights for change of use to B1(a) and C3
Removal of PD rights for change of use within D1 to remain as community use
Requirement for a marketing plan for the local centre and employment uses.
Conditions to control delivery, size and changes to retail uses
Landscape replacement condition for standard 5 year period.
Provision of 10% of dwellings to be Lifetime Homes
Retention of hedgerows
Development to be in accordance with ecological mitigation measures set out in
LEMP.
INFORMATIVES
Positive and proactive working with applicant
Environmental Permit
Anglian Water note
Road adoption
Network Rail requirements
All environmental information taken into full consideration by LPA
Footway dedication
Private drives
Contact Network Manager South for access works
Contact LCC for road construction specification
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SKDC
SKDC

ES Mitigation
ES Mitigation
ES Mitigation
ES mitigation

ES Mitigation
LCC Education
ES Mitigation
NHS
LCC Footpaths
ES Mitigation

LCC Highways
EA / IDB

ES Mitigation

SKDC
SKDC

SKDC
SKDC
SKDC
SKDC
SKDC
ES mitigation
ES mitigation

LPA
Env Agency
Anglian Water
LCC Highways
Network Rail
SKDC
LCC Highways
LCC Highways
LCC Highways
LCC Highways
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PARAMETERS PLAN 1/2

PARMETERS PLAN 2/2
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ILLUSTRATIVE MASTERPLAN
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